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T A K E S BIG G ER JO B

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Subscriptions S3 00 per year payable In
advance: •Ingle eoplea three centa.
Advertising rates based upon clrcula.lon and very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1840 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
ln !S ? Th** p" * Pre“
established
In 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to
the Tflbune These papers consolidated
March IT. 1897

New W ork For C itizen s’
Civic C om m ittee — T h e
M eeting Series

ONE YEAR AG O

■v

Look who's here

Prom the files cf The Courier-Gasette we learn that:—

T H E S A M E O F F IC E R S

Harry S. Mealey, World War vet.
eran. died of pneumonia, aged 40 B ro th erh o o d B ible C la ss R eyears.
- e le c ts T hem A t S e m i-a n 
Ninetecn-ir.ch ice was being har
n u a l M eetin g
vested by the strong man's crew at
Chickawaukie Lake.
The semi-annual meeting of the
Mrs. Melzer T. Crawford died in
Brotherhood
Bible Class of the First
Camden, aged 75 years.
Baptist Church resulted ln the reOld Mrs. McDuff was seriously ill election of these officers: President.
but not so bad as to preclude hopes Leslie A. Packard: vice president, El
of recovery.
mer L. Ames; secretary. Raphael S.
“But," her doctor warned her, “I Sherman; treasurer, Edwin H. Crie;
must operate without delay."
teacher, Prank H. Ingraham; assist
To his relief she consented, but only an t teacher. Leslie A. Packard.
on the understanding th a t the
Supper was prepared by wives of
minister must be present.
members of the class, Mesdames Karl.
"But—whatever for?" asked the Brazier. Gregory. Sherman and
astonished doctor. "What good would Ingraham. The piece de resistance
the minister do? I never heard of was a delicious scallop stew, which
such a proposal!”
tasted •moreish” and was supple
"Maybe no," retorted Mrs. McDuff. mented by pickles, crackers and cof.
“I ken th at doctors is maistly
feeu while dessert included doughnuts
heathens. But I ken whit's decent an’ and pie a la mode. “R. 8.” admitted
fittin'. An I'll tell ye, if I'm to be
th a t he had difficulty in following
opened at a' I'll be opened wi’ prayer”. th a t member of the class who is
—Exchange
1named for one of the kings of Judah.
For th a t Valentine party a de ' but double helpings seemed to be the
licious 1-pt decorated cake for 35c, order all the way through the menu,
ask your nearby Ice Cream dealer. rather than the exception.
Richard Karl and Luther Bickmore
It's F ro-Joy—adv.
15-18
furnished guitar and violin music
during the supper hour, and the men
united ln singing several hymns with
IN V E S T
‘ them as accompanists
in M usic Study
i T he guest speaker was Rev. John
Quigg pastor of the Littlefield Me' morial Baptist Church, whose worth
T eacher of Pianoforte
while message centered around the
12 C enter S t T el. 169-M Rockland query of Peter, ln the long ago. “To

edna gregory

“ THE PROFESSOR’S ROMANCE”
Thp-.e Act Comedy At
PLEASANT VALLEY GRANGE, HEAD OF TALBOT AVENUE
MONDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 4. AT 8 O’CLOCK
AdulU, 25c; ChUffien under 14. 15c
By Wessaweskeag Player*
Donee After the Show Free

whom shall we go?" Thereafter re
marks were made by Pastor MacDon
ald. Teacher Ingraham. Superintend
ent of the Sunday School Morey, Vice
President Ames, Donald L. K arl and
others and plans were made for vari
ous contemplated activities.
Messrs. Karl, Sherman and Ames
were the committee of arrangements
and they, as well as the ladies and
musicians, were given hearty votes of
thanks and appreciation for the good
time th at was had by all. Remem
brance was made of the three mem:
bers of the class who have died since
the last meeting, Luke R. Brewster,
A. R. Avery and John E. Knowlton.
Members of the class present, be
sides Messrs MacDonald Ames. Karl,
Morey, Sherman and Ingraham, in 
cluded Ernest L. Brazier, Fred A
Carter. G. Carl Cassens. Edwin H.
Crie. Otto C. Diesler. Bert S Greg
ory. Hezekiah Lunt. Jasper E. Rawley.
Rev. C. H. B. Seliger. Ernest L. Simmonfi Maurice R Snow, Ralph E
Stickney. Lerov Williams and Lendall O Pendleton, while Carl W
Chaples. Benjamin B. Ames and Rene
Thibault were guests.
As was her daily custom little Mary
called at the local farmhouse for the
morning milk. One day recently the
dairyman said; “I'm sorry, miss, there
>isn't any milk this morning as we've
j found th at the cow has got tuber■culosis”.
| Little Mary was evidently puzzled
by the statement, and on reaching
home told her mother th a t “Mr.
Chalker was sorry there wasn't any
milk this morning, as the cow had got
two little 'osses."—Liverpool Express.

AL’S
HAIRDRESSING
SALON

TOWN OF ST. GEORGE
O n Feb. 9, 1935, the T o w n of St G eorge once
again closes its books. Please let us have all bills in
our hands by th at date that w e m ay k n o w how we
stand w ith the w orld.

A vigorous expansion of the work
and aims of the Citizens Civic Com
mittee is scheduled to begin next
week with the meeting scheduled for
Wednesday night. Peb. 6 at 7.30 ln
City Council Rooms. This new ob
jective Is very definite and is aimed
to remedy a condition in Rockland
which has caused grave concern to
thinking people for a decade A cor
dial even urgent invitation is extend
ed to every interested citizen, man or
woman, to attend. There will be no
financial obligation directly or In
directly.
The Citizens’ Civic Committee was
organized last fall with the avowed
purpose of assisting border line
cases, th at is families who through
various causes beyond their control
were in reduced circumstances and
who with some assistance could get
back on their feet and avoid becom
ing permanent paupers. This has
been done through the spontaneous
support of the great body of citizens
and acute distress among a most de.
serving and unfortunate families a l
leviated. Now it seems opportune to
further extend the work of the group
which has been up to this time a
loosely organized group of earnest
men and women.
An entirely new type of meeting
will be Introduced next week and the
meeting night changed from Friday
to Wednesday. A speaker will be
heard each meeting, talking briefly
on some vital subject of purely local
interest. I t is the hope of the com
mittee that the open forum period
following the talks will be vigorous
and instructive. At the conclusion
of the discussion the meeting will be
come an informal social affair with
refreshments and a general get-ac.
quainted period.
Next Wednesday's speaker will be
John M Richardson who will disclose
"Citizenship in General" and present
the tentative plans for the future
work. On Peb 27 Misses Ellen Daley
and Eliza Steele will tell of the pres
ent status of the local hospital and
the Rockland Red Cross Chapter. On
March 20 Louis A. Walker of the city
welfare department and Joshua N.
8outhard supervisor of Federal re 
lief, will tell the startling story of the
condition of needy folk thait this
community must face. The meeting
Iof April 10 will deal with the con
tinuation of education in the Public
ILibrary and the part the Rockland
Garden Club plays in making this a
better and more livable city.
Samples of the new Fro-Joy I.pt.
decorated cake on display a t your
nearby Ice Cream dealer, only 35c pt.
It's a Fro-Joy product —adv. —
15-18

The S electm en of St. G eorge.
15-16

After attending the advanced
classes of feature study a t the Bos
ton Hairdressers' Convention we.
AI Plourd and Alfred Merrow— feel
that we are particularly fitted to
give you the hairdreaa most suittble to your individual type.

IK

THOMASTON NATIONAL
BANK

Come in and let us give you de
tailed personal information and
advice as to coiffure without extra
charge.
Try one of our Guaranteed Per
manent Waves which we offer at
prices ranging from 85.00 to 810.00.
Our servioe is prompt, efficient and
courteous.

E stablished 1 8 2 5

P H O N E 862 FO R D E T A IL S

We can honestly certify that no mon
ument leaves our establishment until
It has passed our rigid personal in
spection . . . We must be sure, for our
own satisfaction that no imperfection
is present.
Call a
NOW!

DORMAN

Representative

W E BU Y

g in

a

OLD

GOLD

Clarence E. Daniela

a a 1.1 i

JEWELER
870 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
78-tf

k t h

DORNAN THOMASTON I//.,.,,. EAST UNION

w aih iM n K fti
THOMA/TON

185 4

W e Print

STATIONERY SPECIAL

FISH and
LOBSTERS

$ 1 .2 5 a box

FEYLER’S

Everything
Printable!

TEL. 1191
TILLSON AVENUE
ROCKLAND, ME.

Y o u r personal S ta tio n e r y p rin ted w ith y o u r n am e
and address in b lu e or b la ck in k .

EVERYONE will want a
“PERSONALITY BOB"
For all ages from eight to eighty

Mollie Russell W ynne
(Just returned from Hairdressers’
Show)
84 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 1123-W
13-15

L adies’ siz e , 6 x 7

in ch es, 150 sh e e ts, 1 0 0 e n v e lo p e s .

M en ’s size, 6 x 9

in ch es, 150 sh e e ts, 1 0 0 e n v e lo p e s .

Printed o n h ig h

grade w h ite b on d paper in p la in or laid finish.

Russell
Funeral Home

A

Successor to Bowes & Crozier
9 CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
A. F. Russell, Robert Russell
Mrs. Russell, Asst.

g o o d siz e for all k in d s o f e v e r y d a y n o tes an d letters.

THE

VOGUE
BEAUTY SH O P

C O U R IE R -G A Z E T T E

Mrs. M innie C rosier

Rockland, Maine

B r a n c h e s a t U nion a n d R ock p ort
R ockport B ran ch Tel. C am d en 2350

A

ELISE ALLEN CORNER

SCHOOL O f The DA NC E
Begins Its Spring Term
FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 1
MISS FLORENCE MALLOY
Specializes in Teaching Tap
Dancing
ELISE ALLEN CORNER
All other forms of Stage Dancing
Latest Ballroom Steps Taught
Class lessons 50e. Private lessons 81
School always open for enrollment
Telephone 670
22 Brewster S t
Rockland, Me.
13-15

THREE CENTS A COPY

EMERGENCIES LIKE THE PRESENT
Show th e V ital N eed Of the D ee r Isle Bridge
Island T ow n s Isolated

V o lu m e 9 0 .................. N um ber 1 5

ACCIDENTS WILL H APPEN
T enan ts Of Odd F ellow s B lock Sw ap H eatin g
A pparatus In Sub-Z ero W eather

S to n in g to n , F eb . 1

W ith the mercury standing well be
low zero Thursday afternoon the
plated b rid g e c o n n e c tin g D e e r Isle w ith th e m a in la n d .
D u e to th e
heating apparatus of Odd Fellows
suspension o f fe r r y service, ca u sed by th e f r e e z in g o f E g g c m o g g in R ea ch , block on School street played a
the 7 0 0 a u to m o b ile s on the isla n d are n e c e ssa r ily forced to rem a in th e re
scurvey trick on its masters by sud
fo r at least a n o th e r tw o m o n th s.
denly ceasing to function and the

everybody in the brick block was a s
comfortable as could be expected.”
Lester Sherman of the A rthur Shea
Co. also had a crew on the job pronto,
new parts were whisked into Rock-

I lie w in te r o f 1935 is a gain sh o w in g th e u r g e n t need o f th e c o n te m 

I

W ith the isla n d roads o n ly p a r tia lly open a f te r th e recent b liz z a r d , th e
sn o w p lou gh at S to n in g to n w a s ren d ered in o p e r a tiv e due to a b r e a k d o w n .
N e w sn o w r e m o v a l eq u ip m en t w h ic h arriv ed a t R cx k la n d last M o n d a y is
still u n d e liv e r e d .

W it h a b r id g e to the m a in la n d th is n ew p lo u g h w o u ld

have lo n g sin c e o p en ed the b lo ck ed roads to t r a f f ic .
1 lie 3 0 0 0 resid en ts o f th e isla n d are c o n se q u e n tly w ith o u t sa fe and
dependable m e a n s o f tra n sp o rta tio n , and in th e e v e n t o f need fo r e m e r 
gency c o n ta c t, su ch as h o sp ita l tr e a tm e n t, t h e y w o u ld be c o m p e lle d to
w a it for ste a m b o a t service.

W i t h P en o b sco t B a y n o w ch ok ed w ith ice

the regular sc h e d u le is d isru p ted , and th e bay stearper m a n a g ed to reach
the island b u t th r e e tim es d u r in g th e past w e e k .
E la b o ra te p la n s for the P r e sid e n t’s B ir th d a y B a ll received a se v ere blow'
w h en w o rd w a s received th a t th e orch estra , p r e v io u sly en g a g ed fo r the
occasion, had a rriv ed at the ferry la n d in g o n ly to find no m eans o f c r o ssin g
to the isla n d .
Frank M c G u ir e , p resident o f th e D e e r Isla n d G r a n ite C o ., a rriv ed at
R ockland S a tu r d a y noon, e n r o u te to his h o m e at S to n in g to n , an d w a s
unable to reach h is d estin a tio n u n til th e f o l lo w in g T u e s d a y .
'This is b u t a rep etition of th e c o n d itio n s th a t ex isted d u r in g th e w in te r
m onths o f 1 9 3 4 , .w hen fu el tr u c k s a tte m p tin g to cro ss the trea ch ero u s ice
floes, broke th r o u g h the ice.
It is c o n se r v a tiv e ly estim a ted th a t D e e r Is le a n d S to n in g to n tu r n s in to
the S tate T r e a s u r y yearly, in ex cess o f $ 3 5 ,0 0 0 in taxes o f o n e fo rm or
another.

T h e b u lk o f th is m o n e y is sp en t o n th e m ain la n d , an d it seem s

One of the trustees made a bee line
“I don’t
anything funny about
for Bert Blodgett’s
it," said Walt, who usually does
see the funny side
tenants soon began to realize more
vividly the terrors of a Maine winter.
The Odd Fellows trustees moved land at full speed and the recreant
rapidly in the m atter and held a con heating apparatus will be back to
ference with H. P. Blodgett, division normalcy as quickly as experts can
superintendent of the Central Maine do it.
Power Company. In less time than
It takes to tell It that energetic offi
cial had a line crew and a gas depart
ment crew on the scene, the former
m nning new lines in order th at elec- [
trie heaters might be installed, while

on ly fair th a t th e islan d ers sh o u ld have m e a n s o f d eriv in g so m e benefit*
therefrom w h e n occasion req u ires.
W ith it p o ssib le to erect a b rid g e, th e c o s t o f w h ich w o u ld ea sily be
absorbed by t h e tra ffic to lls , it seem s th a t th e se co n d itio n s sh o u ld no
lon ger be a llo w e d to exist.
'There is, a t th e present tim e , a b ill p e n d in g b efore the le g isla tu r e ,
a u th o riz in g th e co n stru ctio n o f th e m uch n eed ed b rid ge.

,

F. S. McGuire,
S e c r e ta r y S to n in g to n L io n s C lu b

A T THE STATE CAPITOL
Knox C ounty W ell R ep resen ted A t E m inent
D om ain H earin g— T h e M ilk Bills
Strong opposition to eminent domain provisions in the State Park
Bill heard by the Maine Legislative
Legal Affairs Committee Thursday
led to proposal of a redrafted bill
omitting the eminent domain clause.
Objection to the bill centered, on a
section for th e proposed State Park
Commission of five to exercise emi
nent domain against property on
which no agreement as to purchase
price could be reached, or where the
refusal of an owner to sell prevented
the carrying out, of a park project.
Dr. A W. Manchester, director of
the federal funds to be spent for a c 
quisition of sub-marginal lands in
Maine which would be leased to the
state for administration by the pro
posed park commission, told the com
mittee no compulsion could be used
by the Federal agency, although the
State might proceed in any manner
it chose.
Proponents of the eminent domain
clause included J. Crosby Hobbs of
Camden, nominee for the vacancy
existing on the State Highway Com
mission. Hobbs said, in defending the
provision, "we have protected those
who are developing the utility field
by giving them rights of eminent do
main, and they should not fear the
state when it wants to exercise the
right."
Hobbs said conferences between
representatives of Targe companies
concerned and members of the park
commission would be effective in
avoiding difficulty with the eminent
domain clause.
Proposal of the redraft was made
by James A. Tawnay of Washington
and Lyman M McDougall of Augusta
representing the federal authorities
and the Maine S tate Planning Board,
respectively, after a conference with
sponsors of the bill. The redTaft, they
said, would omit the eminent domain
clause.
Kenneth Wyman of Northport,
owner of land in the vicinity of the
proposed Camden Park, told the com
mittee the argument over the emi
nent domain clause “all started over
me and my land." He explained In
detail the controversy which he said
took place w ith federal appraisers
over the value of his land.
Walter F. Clark, land investigator
for federal authorities, told the com
mittee the Camden project included
approximately one-quarter of the
town of Lincolnville in area, but not

provision for making up loss in taxa
tion revenue to the town.
s • • The Milk Bills
Milk producers and distributors
made an eleventh hour agreement to
day th a t virtually assured enactment
by the Maine Legislature of an
emergency bill creating a milk dis
tribution and price control board.
Announcement of the agreement
was made to the Legislative Agricul
ture Committee as it oommenced a
hearing on tiwo such measures.
The bill introduced by Representa
tive Crowell was the one which a
majority said should be enacted after
being redrafted by the committee to
include certain, pcciflc changes.
Speakers said It had been agreed that
Commissioner of Agriculture Frank
P W ashburn should be a member of
the board, and that other members
should be a distributor, a distributor
—producer, two producers and an
“outsider."
O ther expressed agreements were
that the board could go into any
market area on Joint petition of a
majority of producers and distributors-producers, and could establish
production areas by similar petition
after public hearings.
Until shortly before the meeting
there was marked difference of
opinion over the two bills, the first
of which was introduced by Crowell
and the other toy Woodbury of
Morrill.

Explanation of the agreements was
made by Reuben Hall of Boston, rep
resenting the New England Milk Pro
ducers' Association, and W E. Crosby
of Stroudiwater a distributor, who
said he was the instigator of the
Crowell Bill. Crosby said1th a t the bill
was drawn only after many confer
ences in many parts of the state.
Hall said he believed th e board
should have the right to revise prices
from time to time after public hear
ings, it should have the right to
designate market areas, th e bill
should provide for the licensing, of
Mores selling bottled milk the amount
to be deducted for administrative
costs should be specified, the board
should have the right to join with
control boards of other states and the
federal government and the grounds
for granting, supending or revoking
of licenses should be specified.
Crowell, asking for a favorable re
port on his bill, told the committee,
"as farm ers of Maine we are in a
plight and come to you for help.”
in v alu ation .
Chairman C. Carroll Blaisdell sug Crosby said Crowell's bill “protected
gested the S tate might make some all persons ln the milk business." and

local wags sought to Imitate this man
■---------- l A composite picture of the tenants
the latter installed gas heaters. The
Meantime th etenants have had to
<compan|/’s veteran foreman Frank
Seavey had charge of the gas a r answer a small million of questions
rangements while L. E. Jones, divi propounded by the local Will Rog
sion sales manager was supplying the erses .and curious citizens have gazed
through the plate glass windows at
electric warmers.
Three hours after the breakdown them as though it were a sort of zoo.

W INTER SPO R T S MEET TO DA Y
the total
The Knox County W inter S p o rts, point score to be add<'d
of the winner.
The trials were held this morn
land, Union, W arren and Thomas ing The finals will begin a t 1.30
p. m.
ton High School as competitors.
Union High is the favorite to cop
A baseball tournament on snow
the honors. However Rockland
shoes is to be the feature event. High also has a nicely balanced team
Each team will play a two-inning of boys and girls and they may up
set things. And yet the dark horses
game in the first round and the win of the meet, Thomaston and Warren,
ners will play a three-inning game of whom nobdffy knows the strength
for the championship and a ten- may provide the upset.
Meet is being held today with Rock

Cowan of Lincoln—Repealing the
it had the approval of Commissioner
statutes
pertaining to the recording
Washburn.
A bill sponsored by the Maine of maps and charts in the offices of
Federation of Labor th at would limit register of deeds.
injunctions in labor disputes, was in- |
• • • •
traduced in the Senate Thursday. A |
S o m e H o u se Bills
similar measure failed of enactment i
Sleeper of Rockland—Prohibiting
at the last regular legislative session ;
the transportation of moose, elk or
two years ago
caribou meat.
The bill, introduced by Fernald1 of
Carleton of Aina—Appropriating
Waldo, “by request." provided th at
81.000 for Waldoboro to aid ln re
no Injunction shall issue without a
pairing road starting at Daniel's Hill
hearing in open court with opportuni
and ending a t summer home of Dr.
ty to cross examine witnesses; com
George H. Coombs, ButteT Point.
plainants must show effort to set
Carleton of Aina—Appropriating
tle the controversy; and persons
8600 for 8omerville to aid in repair
adjudged in contempt of court shall
ing Fred Turner road, starting at
have the right of admission to bail
state aid road' No. 3 and* ending at
and a reasonable time to prepare a
Palermo town line
defense.
Carleton of Aina—Appropriating
• • • •
81 000 for Waldoboro to aid in repair
Webber of Auburn introauced a
ing road between Waldoboro and
bill, also "by request," th a t would
Nobleboro, beginning a t Winslow's
compel the painting of all school
Mills.
buses red, white and blue.
Ayer of
Union—Appropriating
• • • •
I
The arson laws would1be amended, 81.005 for maintenance of the Knox
under a bill presented' by Senator State Arboretum.
Thompson of Chelsea—Providing
Franz U. Burkett of Cumberland, to
make it a penalty for a man to burn for a five-day open season on bull
his wife's property as well as his own.
(Continued on Page Six)
• • • •
Legislative committee he&ring on a
bill to increase resident hunting and Y O U R F A V O R IT E P O E M
fishing licenses in Maine from 65
tf I had to live my'life again I would
cents each to $1.15. scheduled for Feb. have
made a rule to read some poetry
6 was postponed until Feb. 12, be and listen to some music at least once
a week. The loss of these tastes Is a loss
cause Commissioner Stobie will be of happiness —Charles Darwin
o ut of tihe State next week.
OPPORTUNITY
• • • •
In an old city by the storied shores
In the Senate Thursday, Burkett of Where the bright summit of Olympus
soars.
Cumberland introduced a bill.
A cryptic statue mounted towards the
light—
Burkett of Cumberland—Provid
Heel-winged tip-toed, and poised for In
ing that fire chiefs and chief en 
stant flight.
gineers of fire department shall hold "O statue, tell your name." a traveller
cried.
office continuously during good be
And solemnly the marble lips replied:
havior unless incapacitated. The "Men call me Opportunity: I lift
feet from earth to show how
law would not become effective in My winged
swift
flight, how short my stay—
any municipality until accepted by My
How Fate Is ever waiting on the way "
a majority vote of the city council or
"But why that tossing ringlet on your
of tihe voters In town meeting.
•
brow?"
men may seise me any moment:
Cowan of Lincoln—Prohibiting "ThatNow,
granting of administration to a non Now Is my other name: today my date:
O traveller, tomorrow Is too late I"
resident ln connection with wills.
—Edwin Markham.
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R O C K PO R T

M A JO R BR O W N RETIRES

The N ew “Flying Yankee” Will H ak e Its Bow T o New England Saturday, Feb. 9

Miss Dorothy Choate of Rockland
was guest of Mrs. Mildred Easton this
Let not your h ea rt be troubled,
week.
neither let It be afraid .--John 14:27.
The Methodist Ladies' Aid will hold
an afternoon session Wednesday at
!
H |I
-5-++++++++-t"?4-:-s-5-+++++-;-^-!-:-i
the home of Mrs. Medora Berry,
Spear street.
Capt. and Mrs. George W. Lane
quietly observed their 50th wedding
anniversary Wednesday at their home
on Pine street, During the day
friends called to extend congratula-1
Have any of this paper's
tions and the couple received many
readers, gifted with the
gifts and cards in honor of the event.
noticing faculty, noticed—
Miss Helen Small will entertain the
THAT when in Horatio's dead vast
Trytohelp Club Monday evening at
and middle of the tropical night the
her apartment on Main street.
, 2|
winter tourist awakens to a shivery '
The new Eastern S tar officers will |
s$nse of those recorded inches of I
Here
is
the
new
sti
'am
llr-d-train
of
the
Maine
Central
Railroad
and
the
Bcston
and
Maine
Railroad
on
its
first
test
run
which
was made on the
occupy the chairs for the first time at
southern snow, spilled over from the I
tracks of the F -ading Railrr »d, outside Philadelphia Wednesday. Embody) ng the latest in luxurious appointments and with its Diesel meter capable of
the regular meeting next Tuesday
upper areas of the map to which it i
whisking the train along at sp-rds as high as 110 miles an hour, the new flyer has been completed by General Motors Corporation, through its Winton
On the evening of Feb 19 the Chapter
has been popularly understood such
will observe Past Matrons’ and Pa Engine Division, and th e E. C. Bodd Manufacturing Company of Philadelp hia. After a few preliminary runs, it will be turned over to its owners at
demonstrations are native and should
Mechanicville, N. Y.—western gateway of the Boston and Maine on Satur day morning, Feb. 9.
tron's Night.
be confined, his thoughts vainly re
Members of the Christian Endeavor
vert to the protective comfort of those
believe the time Is coming when the ha; acted, and' will act, for what he
Society numbering 25 enjoyed a
eider-down puffs lying useless there
United' States Houre of Representa believes to be the public good. The
sleighride Wednesday evening. Due
at home, while a great tide of long- j
tives will reassert itself under the point la not one of motives, but cf
to the severe cold the route as
ing attends these open arid frigid [
Constitution
in th e interest of truly eon tltutional authority, for which
planned was somewhat shortened but
spaces of the night that should be
the best of motives is not a substitute.
representative government.
the weather had no ill effects upon
dedicated to pleasant dreams.
Must the Supreme Court again
I call your attention to page 1 of
the spirits of the crowd. On their
the printed hearing:, on this bill . . . point out the error of our ways? This
Major Ralph W. Brown of the 240th a t his own expense, and was appoint return they were served refreshments
THAT when your eyes encounter Coast Artillery, Maine National ed Battalion sergeant major.
which I quote as follows: T bs Chair- admonition should be sufficient to
a t the home of Miss Feme Whitney.
the legend displayed above the restau
Detailed on recruiting service he
man. Secretary' Mcrganthau. A dm iral, cau s us to proceed from now on in
Rev. G F. Currier spent Wednes
Guard, has withdrawn from the servrant door that here home cooking is
went to Southern training camps— day and Thursday in Bangor where
Peoples. Director of the Procurement i accordance with the Constitution.
From the Congressional Record is i discharged1 if they merely mumble
to be met with, your mental reaction ice- In making th e announcement P ort Oglethorpe. Ga:, and Spartans he attended several convocation lec
Division, and Mr. Bell, Acting D lrec-'
finds expression in the discriminat- | that Major Brown had been placed burg S. C., being first attached to tures in connection with the Bangor taken the following report cf the | their faith In the present Chief tor of the Budget Bureau, are pre-rent. I WHAT MAKES HAPPINESS?
on the retired list. Adjutant General the 56th Infantry, and later to the Theological Seminary. During his speech delivered on the F.oor of th e ' Executive.
ing query, “whose home?"
As th e Secretary has some very im- 1
Hanson stated th a t it was done at the 61st. He trained colored troops, and absence he also visited his mother National House by Congressman
j, too. have a high regard for and portant business, we will hear from j Capt, Carver Thinks FERA With Top
«> <8>
Pay cf $10.50 Is Not the Answer
Moran of this District;
was ready to embark for Overseas Mrs. Sophia Currier a t Brewer.
' great faith In the present Chief him first.'
THAT to sneeze is a recognized pre major's personal request.
Rockland. Feb. 1
Major Brown was promoted to that when the Armistice was signed. He
A pleasing entertainm ent was
Mr. Mo:an. Mr Chairman, it is Executive, tu t I have more regard
rogative of mankind, first established,
This is illustrative of the situation
it is understood, by the barons at rank in 1925. Major Browns mili was 21 monthts in service during the presented Wednesday evening by the with genuine regret th at I find my- for the constitution of the United today.
As Secretary Morganthau , Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Ask any lawyer or any judge what
young people a t the Methodist ves seif unable'to agree with the leader- states. the form of government under “has some very Important business"
Runnymede when they showed King tary career dates back to the Spanish World War.
In December. 1920 he was author try with these numbers: Solo, “I’m ship or my party on the Issue now which we live, and good government! he can only tarry a while with the makes happiness? He will answer
John where, in the language of that War, which found him an enlisted
ized to form the 5th company of Coast Coming Back to Claim You” by Ern before the House. Some of my cb- ( ;or a l of the American people.
' House or Representatives committee 1 rnonPy
Lawyfrs and Judges know
historic period, he got off; but the man a t the age of 15.
He became a member of the Na Artillery, Maine National Guard. est Crockett; Two Maids of Lee, Le- jections may be detailed as follows:
place that the man should seleck for
Third. I oppose in p a rt seetion 2 ' to testify regarding an appropriation
caust 1 H‘p 1S *10 °
country in
» ,h ,
c
,
W v i w
„ £
“ tl" ”
the exercise of this inalienable privi tional Guard forces in 1900 when he This later became the 305th Company neda Powle and Lois Burns; h a r
First. I oppose section 6 of the « the m
lege. they pointed out, is riot at the joined Co. H (Tillson Light Infan- and is today Battery G, 240th F. A. monica trio. Jean Calderwood, Bar bill. I do not believe th a t any cne Appropriations Committee figuring that this appropriation is of vastly are so dissatisfied in their home life
try) 1st Maine Regiment of Infantry. He has been acting major since De- bara Colby and George Fowle; solo. man should have authority to pre such item: down to the la;t dollar | more importance than any other —no other country in the world where
wheel of his motor-car.
there are so many divorces, so many
Entering the company as a private he cember. 1924. and his official appoint- Betty Lou Wellman; solo Earline scribe rules and regulations and have on other appropriations and then
e
m atter th a t could possibly engage
------ when out of the northern was Promoted to 1st sergeant, and ment to that position is fitting recog- Davis; sketch, “Bachelor's Dream." the violation punishable by such giving a blank check in this case? the attention of the Secretary of the 'uicides, so many unemployed as in
THAT
our United States. Why? The an
edges of the tropical skies are sud- was then appointed a staff officer, nition of long and efficient service Ernest Crockett, Nathalie Fowle, penalties as $5,090 or 2 year;' im- , This ne w relief organization, what- Treasury.
swer is money.
denly projected into your range of with the rank of lieutenant.
, His ability as an instructor and dis. Barbara Colby. Earline Davis, Lucille p.isonment. of both. T hat is not ever it is to be, should come to ConThe only answer by administra
No man can sit on top of the world
Dean.
Gladys
Noyes.
Leneda
Powle.
vision the familiar winged features of
At the outbreak of the Mexican ciplinarian is seen in the fact th a t
a stately plane,, which closer ap trouble he went to the border with J Battery G. is one of the crack com- Lois Burns; one-act comedy, “Casey demccracy; that is Fascism. Feieral gress like every other unit of the ] tion forces is that we should have if he is only getting $10 50 a week—
crimes and their punishment should Government, explain its needs and confidence in the President; that he
proaching discloses at the control the the 1st New Hampshire Field Artil- ' panics of the regiment.
the tco FERA pay.
11
vs Cohen,” with Ernest Crockett as
be matters of statutory enactm ent, desires, and have Congress pass on j is a good man; that he will use thow
Working for a bare living to cover
Major Brown is a captain in the U. the Irishman and Rev. F. F. Fowle the
sturdy figure of Capt. Bill Wincapaw.1lery. having meantime found employ.
by Congress and should not be sub- them.
, unprecedented policies wisely. The !rent and food u not Hfe thaVs only
who thereupon making graceful land- ment in Manchester. He was as- S. Reserve Corps, and belongs to Jew; solos. Gladys Noyes and Flora ject to the whim of some bureaucrat j Fourth. I oppose section 1 cf the I Supreme Court of the United States i existing
ing gives opportunity for the owner to signed to headquarters of the 4th Winslow-Holbrook Post, A. L., Vet Welman. After the program games to whom the President might dele-; bill.
I am not challenging the has very recently answered that j Not one man in a thousand who
step 1U1
forth,
and saw service in erans of Foreign Wars. Sons of were enjoyed.
VIA, then
vaava* is •it
» made apparent Separate Brigade,
_
gate
such
power.
To
say
that
it
has
j
motives
of any Member of Congress, argument in the following language: earns only enough for food and
• and• along
■- - the border, w.her^l
- d American Revolution. Officers of Nathat Adriel Bird is engaged in an- Mexico
The Johnson Society wil meet Wed.
been done previously in no logical but I for cne do not favor voting $».T he question whether such a shelter is happy.
other of his flying visits to the land of several times he listened to the music tional Guard Association and Rock- nesday evening at the home of Miss
answer. If this section creates any 000.000 000 in a lump sum to any delegation of legislature power is I w here is that new deal that was
Marion
Weidman.
flowers, as a result of which hegira of of the snipers.
land Lodge. B P O E In connection
A meeting of the Simonton Farm I new crimes, the foregoing criticism President to do with as he will. This permitted by the Constitution is not going to bring prosperity and happithe air still other southern hotels will j He was discharged April 20, 1917, ' with his duties as an officer in the
I is applicable; if it does not, the ' is a legi lative not an executive answered: by the argument th a t l t 1ness? The FERA is not the answer,
Bureau
wil be held next Tuesday at
come to be found improving their and came back to Rockland, where he Guard he has officiated on many ocpenalty portion of the section is un-1 function. As one legislator, I stand should be assumed th at the Pre.ident j
Capt. C. W. Carver
menus with coffee listed under th e ! immediately started recruiting a . casions as a parade marshal, and his Mrs. John Buzzell's. I t will be an
necessary.
1
ready
to
perform
my
share
of
that
platoon for the 1st Maine Heavy efficiency has added notably to th e all-day session with dinner a t noon
engaging title of La Touraine.
Second. I oppose that part c f ! duty. I oppose delegating a distinctly
1Field Artillery. He recruited 48 men | success of those occasions.
to be served under the direction of
paragraph
(c) of section 5 of the b ill1congressional authority to the ExMrs. Henry Kellar and Mrs. Kontio.
THAT you continue to hold faith
which
preposes
to grant to the Presi- ecutive. I regret th a t the Executive
Subject
for
th
e
afternoon
discussion
St. George were Nelson Hall, Whitney
in a future th a t shall find the judges '
will be "How to Make Kitchen Labor dent the amazing power of acquiring has asked' for such unprecedented'
Long
and
Walter
H.
Mathews.
on the bench restricting counsel to
And one that everybody can understand. At the recent annual
t , personal property by eminent domain. authority. Feeling it my duty to the ,
When the above office was abolished Savers.”
the prescribed limits of the case, per
meeting of the Shareholders of the Rockland Loan and Building
No
American
citizen
would
legally
be
people
who
have
to
pay
the
bills,
and
The Thursday Afternoon Bridge
I do not know. "Shiver my timbers
mitting by no loose forms of judica- '
Association they
safe
in
the
possession
cf
rights
all
believing
strongly
th
a
t
the
best
inj
Club
met
th
is
week
with
Mrs.
Alice
ture the bewildering of juries and re- J------------------------------------------------, and blast my tarry top-lights!" (Mr.
Americans
cherish.
terest of our people and our form of
ABOLISHED THE MEMBERSHIP FEE
Supplementing my recent article^ We:}ster say» "tarry” is right, also Priest. Honors were won by Mrs.
straining, so far as may be humanly
Now I fully realize that under the government requires th a t the United
Elsie Hawkins and Mrs. Marion
in
The
Courier-Gazette
with
regard
th
at
"tar
inspissated
called
P“
ch*
’>'
by
a
unanimous
vote, and now you may become a member without
possible, any coincidental illumina
rules these two sections. 6 and 5, States House of Representatives
any expense. • You can start an account with a deposit of as little
He was a wise guy all right. I bet Ingraham.
tion of the trial by the daily press.
as $1.00 a month, but probably you will want to make it $5.00 or
to the change in the offices of deputy . he never tended . pitch kettle.. as ,
Warren Thorndike, who came to are subject to amendment. But I should retain all of its constitutional'
$10.00, Or perhaps more. Each six months wc add a dividend to
<S> 4S>
attend the funeral of his uncle R comment on the fact that they are rights and not delegate them to the
collector of customs for the port of did.
' Boze.
your deposits at the annual rate, at preseat, of FOUR PER CENT,
THAT if this demonstration of mis
Llewellyn Thorndike, returned S a t subject to amendment because cf the Executive, I voted against the “gag"
Somerville, Mass , Jan. 30.
and you will be surprised and pleased to see how rapidly it growa
placed zeros goes on much longer the , St. George, and the postmaster a t
Start the New Year right by opening an account with us.
activity of those Members of Con rule. The issue is new framed be
urday to Marblehead. Mass.
P.
S.
In
looking
over
Dad's
diary
hotels of Florida will neod to turn Tenant's Harbor, during the CleveManfred O tt returned Saturday gress who believe th at bills should tween relief on a basis I greatly op
for
1884.
I
came
across
this
in
the
their attention to these modern pro- iand administration 1885-1889. I find
to New London. Conn., after spend be scrutinized carefully, regardless pose, or no relief. Remembering the
back of the book under "Memoranda
cesses of air conditioning.
th a t someone has made an error.
Aug. I, 1884: Nelson Hall made the ing ten days a t the home of his of their source, an d that no amend suffering of my constituents. I have
®
(Historians are prone to error, espe- following remark at Rawley's store father, A rthur O tt
ment could even be offered if all no option but to Vote for the bill. But
THAT one of the things presenting,
x
The officers of Harbor Light Chap Members adopted the attitude of I w ant the Record to show my viewthis evening: that J. G. Blaine would
18 S c h o o l S treet,
R o ck la n d . M aine
itself in the m idst cf these unseason9S12
batim from the History of St. George. have more votes than any other Presi ter O E S , are requested to meet a t some who seem to feel their duty is point on this important matter, as I
able strictures of the weather, that the
Masonic hall Sunday at 7 o'clock for
dent
in
New
York.
citizen may find food for grateful 1892:
rehearsal.
“Nelson Hall: June 10, 1865. he was
consideration, is the emphatic manner
The World Wide Guild will meet
iff
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with which it lays a hand of repres appointed deputy collector of customs
Tuesday evening a t the Baptist p a r
at
the
port
of
St.
George
by
Hon.
S
.
,
sion upon the city dump.
sonage.
Rockport 46, Camden 27
S. Marble, collector of customs dis
Funerl services for Robert Llewel
<S> i>
Rockport
High
twung
back
into
THAT occasionally your fears in trict of Waldoboro. Sept. 1. 1866. he ' form last night and won a top-heavy lyn Thorndike were held Thursday at
cline to take on a cast tco desolate ' was appointed collector of customs
victory over Camden High on the 2 p. m. from the Russell funeral par
and sombre. The world has it upon1 and was reappointed in 1871, '75, '79,
latter's court. Wentworth chalked lors in Rockland with Rev. H I. Holt
no less authority than Kipling that '81 and 1885. March 19, 1881, he was
up 17 points for boys from the bridge officiating. The bearers were Ches.
the captains as well as the kings again appointed collector of customs
ter P Wentworth, George Wentworth
through the processes of eventuality j for St. George district by Capt. W. H. while P ay o n was starring for Cam Maynard C. Ingraham and John
den with 15 point:. The girls' game
take themselves out of the way. S o ! Luce, collector of customs of WaldoDavis. Interm ent was in the family
was a tie 37 to 37. Score of boys'
boro district.”
lot in Amesbury Hill cemetery. The
shall it be w ith Huey Long.
game:
floral tributes were many and beau
According to that there was no
<5> O
Rockport High
THAT naturally the tourist adven- J change in the office of deputy collectiful.
* G FT.
turing for the (first time into the tor In the first Cleveland adm inistraTurner, If ....................
2
3
Church Notes
beckoning region of the universal tion. Just when the change was
Grant, If, lg...................... 0 4
Baptist:
George
F. Currier. Minis
orange takes counsel with himself as ma(je. I do not know. I do not ve
Daucette, If .................. 0 0
ter; Sunday services will begin with
to the m anner in which he shall ap- member where the deputy collector's
Snow, r f _____________ 1 0
(church school a t 10 o’clock, with
proach the consideration of tlja t1office was in 1865. or for the next few
Woodward,
lg
.................
5
5
15
classes for all; morning worship at
fruit. Shall he, after the ways associ- years, but when I was connected with
Moon, c _____ ........_.... 0
0
11. sermon subject “Great Loyalties;"
ated with the free gestures of un- the customs service in the lower 80's
15 Christian Endeavor service at 6. sub
fettered youth assault with jaunty it was over Rawley's market on Main Woodward, lg ................. 5 5
ject "Wanted----- Youth for the King
thumb the inviting globelike surface. street, T enant's Harbor, fronting on Morong. rg, rf ............... 2 0
dom.” At 7 o’clock a union service
and abetted by compressing fingers the street. I was private secretary to Attnls, r g .......................... 0 0
will be held a t the West Rockport
draw through the orifice thus created I the deputy collector. To prove it I
17 12 46 Church.
the gratifying streams of nectar; or am quoting from my own diary of
C'amden High
Methodist. Forrest F. Fowle, m in is-'
shall he in place of that untutored! i 882j -c a sh account, February, re
F T.P. ter: Church school at 10 o'clock, fol- •
license known in the vernacular as ceived—Nelson Hall, $1.25; cash aClowed by service of worship at 11 with j
1
2
sucking. th e gentler method brought count, March, received—Nelson Hall, Brown, rg ..............
sermon by the pastor preceded by
Drown, rg ............ -...... 0
into consideration through the pro- $3.00.
children's sermon; Junior League I
cess of decorticating. It' is his to ' 1 do net know what emolument I Dickens, rg .................... 0
meets a t 1.45 p. m. and at 6 p. m. Ep- I
choose.
j received per diem for my valuable Marriner, lg ................. 0
worth League devotional service with
Sherman,
c
...................
3
♦
! services, but probablv about $1. In
Ernest Crockett, leader At 7 o'clock |
THAT whatever the newspaper to the Sprjngtlme when the schooners Boynton, c .................... 0
the usual Sunday evening praise and
0
which you pay the compliment of began toj'g et a move on." they had to HeaW. rf .................
worship service with singing by the
regular reading, in the process of time ' take out their clearance papers, and Wadsworth, rf ............. 0
male quartet.
you have forced home upon you the ' lt was my job to fill them out. After Payson, If ...................... 7
assurance that- the columns of it a lapse of over half a century, I wonO W L ’S H E A D
which have come most to engage your der if I can recall anything about
12
A N D LOTS OF $ 4 .0 0 AN D $ 5 .00 SHOES
Referee. Wotton.
interest and consideration are the those papers?
The
President's
birthday
will
be
Were $5.00
columns which in the form of business
schooner “Challenge" built at St
remembered in the family of Mr. and
advertisements lay open to you sug- George in 1848-burthen: 130.87 tons,
Mrs. David Knowlton as It marked th e
gestions of indubitable value in the whereof John Meservey is master,
arrival
of a third member—Barbata
realms of taste and economy.
owners thereof John Adams, 36-64
Daveen.
Ther.2 are only a few o f the exceptional values in our Sale “Now Going O n.” W e must reduce our stock
* *
i Joseph Warfen, 12-64; Paul Revere,
THAT the report from Detroit that 8.64: John „ ancock 4.64, and James
for Spring Shoes, so take advantage o f the exceptional values.
For your Valentine Party a 1-pint
engineers are engaged in development o tis , 4.64
(The unlt in custofn
you'll find the best val
delicious Ice Cream Cake, cherry ice
of a design for 1936 models that shall house parlance was 61-64 and it must
ues in used Furniture Is
cream, appropriately decorated. Free
eliminate the possibility of gratuitous add up th at In ccinmon parlance lt
in the columns of the
deliveries. Corner Drug Inc. Tel.'
inform ation projecting itself from the 1would be a 64th-32d- 16th-8th-4th et->
Want Ads of
370.—adv.
15-18
back seat will excite a genera! inter- After the £prln, ef 1882 j ,et the
The
cst in th e world of automobile own- deputy collectors run the affairs of
WHEN IN BOSTON—You c»n buy
»’ A
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
ers and doubtless create a brisk de- the custom house without my assist
-«
A Good Place To B uy Good Footwear
Courier-Gazette
432 M AIN STREET ROCKLAND TEL. 374-W
home news, at the Old South News
ance. So far as I know, the deputy
Agency, Washington 8t., next Old
m a n d fo r t h i s n e w form o f car.
•
south Church; also at Andelman's, 884collectors at customs for the port of
Miami. Jan. 30.
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CONG. MORAN’S OBJECTIONS

M ust Suprem e Court A gain P oin t Out E rror Of
O ur W ays? H e A sk s
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T enants Harbor D ays

$ 1 .4 9 pair
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P age Three

TALK OF THE TOWN

At the Claremont Commandery
Joseph Haskell. 76, died Friday
meeting Monday night applications night. Funeral at Russell Funeral
will be received for the orders, and Home. Sunday afternoon. Interm ent
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS.
in Rockland.
. ^Sb', 5“ Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R, other business will be transacted.
M « ; USS* S r TepV e! h°me °f
Miss B,ertha B. Korpinen, a gradu Raymond Small, J r , went Wednes
C h u rch es.-----Men’’ We6k ln Baptlst
. Peb ^TCjmden-Board of Trade meet- ate of Rockland High in, 1933, entered day to Searsmont where he will join
iilg ftv Y.M.O.A.
Maine General Hospital in Portland the S. S. Maltone of the Mallory S. S.
p*b- v e^'Pa’tD Matron’ and Patrons
Night, Eastern Btar,
yesterday for a three-year course of Lines, New York, on which he has
Pad, 10—Baptist Men’s "go-to-church" training.
employment.
Sunday.
„ p?b- 13-15—Klppy Karmval at the
High School building
Services for Edith F. G inn were held
H ats ofl to those Belfast firemen
Feb. 14—Camden—Valentine party ln
°P«r» H0U,e f° r beneflt Rellef A»°alar who grossed $900 at their recent ball. from the Russell Funeral Home Tues
Peb. 17—Septuageslma.
They are either very fond of dancing, day at 2 p. m. Rev. Charles E. Brooks
Peb. 22—Washington’s Birthday
. t W h h S ox Pomona Orange m <* t> or of their firemen, up th a t way. officiated. Bearers were members of

Both probably.
Mar. 7, 8. 0—Camden—Pood Pair sponsi
aored by Camden-Rockport Lions ClUb.

the family. Interment in Owl's H ead.!

C L E A N I N G S P E C IA L
AT

SERMONETTE
THE WORLD’S GREAT LOVE
STORY

Endeavorer’s Inspiration Hour at 6
o'clock. The closing and crowning
service of the day will be held at 7.15,
opening with the prelude and big sing,
assisted by the organ, piano and
young people’s chorus. The chorus
will sing “Father, keep us in Thy
Care.” Hodges. A contralto solo “Not
a sparrow falieth,’’ Gilbert, will be
sung by Mrs. Marjorie Glidden. Mr.
MacDonald will take as his subject
'The Second of Two Steps to God."
The men’s 20 minute prayer meeting
will be held in the vestry on Tuesday
at noon. T he happy prayer and
praise meeting will be held on Tues
day evening a t 7.15. “Joyous Chris
tian Experience," as found in the book
I of Philippians is to be the topic for
, the month of February. The glad
j hand is extended to you' to attend the
j services of our church.

“LAMB’S”
WEEK of FEBRUARY 4-», INCLUSIVE

Life Begins At Forty
Emma Alioe Brown, widow of Dr.
Sunshine Society will hold a silver
THE WEATHER
tea Monday afternoon a t th e Cen Allison Brown, died at the home of her
IN SIX PARTS—NO. VI.
Candlemas Day, and so far as tral Maine rooms. Hostesses will be daughter, Mrs. Knight, 21 Warren
Rockland is concerned the fickle Mrs. Aurelia Bray, Mrs. Jeannette street, this morning, aged 81. Funeral i
Love gives Itself; It Is not bought —
woodchuck had not been able to see Dunton and Mrs. Lurana Robinson. from Russell Funeral Home Monday Longfellow.
at 2 p. m. Interment in Lincolnville.
his shadow when this paper went to Members are asked to take dishes.
Her kindred blessed Rebekah,
press. Consequently if you believe
and she arose, and her damsels;
ERA
workers
are
completing
the
in this hooey there will not be “two
“The folks at home are too busy to
and they rode upon the camels
winters in the year.” After a steady write frequently, but T he Courier- Brook sewer, working on the Me and followed the man; and the
chanic
street
brook
and
brook
which
succession of sub-zero weather (17 be Gazette brings me all of the home
servant took Rebekah and went
low Thursday and 8 below yester news every other day," writes a Bos crosses Summer street, and remodel his way.
day) it felt real kind of balmy this ton reader of this paper. T he Courier- ing th e Annls property on Union and
All through th a t long journey,
W e g u a r a n te e e v e r y g a r m e n t to b e p e r fe c tly
morning when the mercury rose to Gazette saves lots of letter writing, Willow streets into a three-tenement.
what must have been that young
20 above, with a fair prospect that it and supplements lots of it.
The City Government meeting Mon. maiden’s thoughts? She had
c l e a n e d a n d o d o r le s s
might go above freezing today. To
day n ig h t offers a t this writing
chosen, she must now abide by it,
An eclipse of the sun, 40 per cent
morrow’s skies will be cloudy, we are
little outside of routine matters. No but what about her lover, heT
REM EM BER TH E PLACE
told, and we are still digging out complete, will be visible throughout
resignations are looked for. despite husband to be? Would he love , The last in the series of sermons on
New England and in many other parts
* from under the last big storm.
a published’ report that one has taken
her, be kind to her, she who had
the Holy Spirit will be given by Mr.
of the United States Sunday. The
place.
left all for him? Well might she • Quigg at the Littlefield Memorial
There will be no Odd Fellows meet eclipse, the first visible in thig coun
have thought "The maid th a t
Church tomorrow, the subject being
try since the total eclipse on August,
ing Monday night.
“Snowball” is back home again.
loves goes out to sea upon a sh a t
“The Grieving of the Holy Spirit.”
1932, will begin at 10.36 a. m. and
tered plank, and puts her tru st
There will also be a sennonette for
Robert Gardner is employed at the will reach its maximum a t 11.37 a. m. The little white kitten was returned to
Charles M. Lawry Tuesday and he
the young folks. The choir will sing
in miracles for safety." Alas!
Rexall drug store in Camden.
An hour later the sun will return to
ROCKLAND, M AINE
thanks many friends who have writ
“Though
your sins be as scarlet" and
Rebekdh
knew
nothing
about
the
its normal position.
ten or telephoned him since the notice
There will be a beano party at K. C.
Mrs. Christine Dorman and Mrs.
sea, and little about men.
hall Tuesday a t 8, under the auspices
Orace Fish will sing a duet. Junior
These attractions will be shown at appeared ln Tuesday’s issue.
At length, one eventide, Isaac
of the men of St. Bernard’s Parish.
church will meet a t 10.30 in the vestry i
Strand Theatre next week: Sunday,
who had come riding out of the
The much heralded pride of the
under the direction of Mrs. Lima Bar- ]
Monday, Tuesday, “Lives of a Bengal
south country went out into the
There will be a rehearsal at Temple
full plumed peacock has nothing on
ter; Sunday school at 11.45 with j
Lancer." with Gary Cooper. Franchot
field' to meditate. Abraham had
hall Sunday a t 3 for Past Matrons
the sentiments of Miss Charlotte
everybody welcome, still striving fo r.
Tone; Wednesday, “Gay Bride,” with
told him, but it was Isaac who
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Master stocks of genuine New Depar
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ture and Hyatt Bearings.
afternoon for sewing, with Mrs. Carrie
Lewiston Journal:
Alton Hall Swarthout, popular soprano of the sermon by Rev. Corwin Olds on “CreHouse in charge, who requests th^t
Fifty Rotarians were on hand yes
members bring iri completed, squares. Blackington of Boston, a native of Metropolitan Opera Company, will be I ating the Conditions of Life." The
Repairs, replacements.
, Sunday school will meet at noon and terday noon to hear an exceptionally
Mrs. Susie Karl and Mrs. Lizzie Rockland and one of th e foremost soloist.
Comrades of the (Way at 6.30. All
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went to Mias Sarah Sansom A , pro last year's ball. Too much credit
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come leaders. He who hesitates is ehenpaw’s boat shop a t the harbor.
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len. I t was voted to hold annual past when they hook up with the Colby 85 the topic of his sermon “Life To far have cut their way through such
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SYNOPSIS
CHAPTER 1.—With hl® yacht, th e
eractk ^ ilf abandoned by
It* cr©<, Feiix Alorton, millionaire,
■ailing with his mother, his daugh
ter Nan, and Roy Stuart, puts iato
Squaw Harbor, Alaska, to recruit.
He unsuccessfully tries to engage
Eric Ericssen, holding master's papets but at the time unemployed.
Failing to secure sailors, Horton e n 
gages a bunch of nondescripts
■tranded there.
A gigantic Pole
caJled Sandomar, deaf but not dumb.
Is their leader. At the request of
Captain Waymire, the Intrepid's
•kipper, an old friend, Eric en 
gages to sail as chief officer.
CHAPTER II.—Horton is seeking
uncharted islands of which he has
heard. Waymire and Ericssen look
on the voyage as a wild-goose chase.
Nan attracted by Eric’s quiet
•trength, indulges in a moonlight
flirtation, which brings them both to
the threshold of interest In each
other, if not of love.
CHAPTER I I I —The Intrepid Is
deliberately wrecked by one of San
domar's crowd.
Eric takes com 
mand of a small boat. In which are
Horton, his mother and daughter,
Nan's maid, Marie, and Roy Stuart,
and the necessary crew. Unable to
help, they watch Sandoraar kill Cap
tain Waymire and leave the eh ip
with his crowd. Waymire has
thrown Eric a revolver.
CHAPTER
IV.—Aleut
Indians
help the party ashore. From one of
them. “Chechaquo,” speaking a lit 
tle English, Eric learns there is no
communication with the outside
world. Fireheart, priestess of the
Island, descended from a white man
In the remote past, also know ing
English, welcomes the castaw ays.
Sandomar, backed by his crowd, dedares there shall be no law on the
Island, but Eric, having the only
gun. cows them for the time, declar
ing he is the law.
CHAPTER V.—Eric lays out w ork
for all. whites and Indians alik e.
Nan faces the situation bravely.
Eric’s love for her, first felt on the
Intrepid, sw ells, and he tells her he
means to win her for his mate, d e 
spite all obstacles. She is not u n 
willing. Fireheart claims Eric as her
own. and realising the Importance
of her friendship he is forced to
teraporiie. Defending himself from
an attack by Sandomar and his
crony “Gauge" Eric’s revolver ap
parently misfires.
C H A P T E R VI. C O N T IN U E D

Garge waggled an answer.
But
Erie's voice cracked through the si
lence, cutting the parley short.
“You hear me, Garge? Get some
driftwood and be quick about It."
The little -ockney steeled his soul
and stepped forward. “We ain’t
going to 'eed your orders no more."
It was all or nothing now. The
men heid their breaths.
“Look here. Garge.’’ Eric spoke
slowly and clearly. ”1 haven't for
gotten what you and your pal tried
this morning, and I'm hoping for a
chauce to pay you hack. I give
you and Sandomar one-half minute
to obey my command.”
“What are you going to do If we
don’t?"
■Tm going to put a hole through
you. And your half minute is going
by mighty fast."
“That gun of yours won’t shoot!”
Garge’s voice rose shrill
The straits were now desperate.
“We’ll see whether it will or n o t”
Eric drew the revolver, and point
ed the barrel straight into the air.
“Are yon going?”
,
Eric was no longer cooL His eyes
were blazing, his voice hoarse, his
posture tense and threatening.
Garge’s face began to turn gray and
weazen up. It might be th a t he
was breaking. . . .
J But suddenly, from no visible
I cause, the whole aspect of the scene
changed. N an’s narrowed luminous
eyes saw the difference even before
Eric’s, and her sharp, sane fear
swelled Into vague monstrous
shapes of terror. Somehow. Eric no
longer held the npper hand, Garge’s
pale Ups drew into a hideous leer;
Sandomar's hands clenched and
quivered; the men crouched ready
to charge.
Events were whirling
toward an undreamed climax. Some
black plot had prospered—a thun
I derbolt was about to fall. . . .
“Beside y o u !’’ It was Nan's voice,
wild and shrill. “Look beside you!"
j The fire was to Eric’s left, so he
! whirled to the right Through the
,

A hall 'hoiir 'passed. Sandomar’s
men shifted uneasily, appearing
and disappearing through the ring
of firelight. Presently Eric beck
oned Roy up beside him.
•‘Yon can't help me here,” he
murmured. “Take a circle around
and see how they’re coming on with |
th e boat. Before yon go, caution
Wilcox to be ready to duck as soon
as the fireworks begin. It may be
any minute now.”
Presently he and Wilcox were left ,
alone with his enemies—unless he
counted DeVnlera as a friend. The
Squaws, Including Fireheart d rift
ed off a few at a time. Finally only
Chechaquo and three or four of the
hunters crouched In the shadows.
The fire burned low; the shad
ows trooped In bolder. Erie could
no longer keep track of all his foes.
If they must stTike at all. he Im
plored that It might be soon.
Presently the wall of night part
ed to let through a slim figure in
a white parka. It was Nan—com
ing back. The red fire light
showed the gloss of her hair, the
soft sheen of her dusky skin, the
“Beside You!* It Was Nan’s Voice,
luster of her eyes,
Wild and Shrill. “Look Beside
You!”
•‘It's too early to turn In," she
said aloud. Then, in low tones to
dark wall into the red circle leaped
Eric: “We’re all ready. I want
a white wolf In human guise. It was
to stay here with you and Wilcox
Swede, bis tawny hair erect, his
till the last minute. I couldn’t bear
to have yon go through It—alone.” eyes no longer pale but red as gar
“I’ll never forget it. Nan. I was nets. In his powerful arms besw uD g
a weapon primal as this scene, a
starting to break, but you’ve given
Dative
flint-ax.
me fresh heart By G—d, I caa
There was no time for cool-head
face 'em now!”
ed calculations. Eric’s forearm
“Dad’s watching everything, about
whipped down until there was one
fifty steps off. He’s going to come
steel-blue line between his eyes and
In at the first sign of trouble. And
don't worry about me, Eric. I’ve the Swede's. And the last relic of
the Iron age did not falL
given you my promise, and I’ll keep
Swede had aimed too high. As the
it. As soon as I see there’s no
hope for you, I’ll sprint fbf the revolver winked In the firelight and
spurted gay red flame, he was
boat.”
“Good girl! I think th a t’s bet checked in mid air, and appeared to
ter than trying to leave now. San strike not at Eric’s head but at his
feet. W ith a queer awkwardness, al
domar might get It into his head
most comic, his legs shot out behind
to follow you—and anything might
him and he feU flat, his arm s spread
happen In the darkness.” H e drew
a long breath. “Nan, are you all wide. At the back of his head the
'pale h air turned slowly red.
right?”
Jdst as though his magazine was
“Ripping.” But the glitter in her
still charged with sudden death,
eyes and the crimson flower in each
Eric swept the empty weapon be
pale cheek belied her words.
fore him until its black eye seemed
“I’m not going to wait any more.
1 think they've got some game, and to look straight into the staring
eyes of every foe.
I moan to beat ’em to it. If I show
“Who wants it next?" E ric asked,
them I'm not afraid of them, may
bitterly. His lip curled up in hatred
be they’ll back down."
Nan steeled her suffocating heart and scorn. “There's seven of you
mid leveled her gaze a t him. “I left—why don't you try something?”
don't believe they can stop you. . . . J Then, as their faces turned one by
one to yellow tallow: “How about
Now let drive.”
Eric stepped full Into the fire you, Garge? Didn’t you say you
were through obeying my orders?”
light. “Garge," he called clearly.
Garge opened his little squirrel
There was a brief silence. The
mouth to speak, but be had already
gang, massed around Sandomar,
froze in their tracks. "I'm ’ere,” talked too much. With a deep,
animal grunt, Sandomar slowly
th e little cockney answered at last
stretched out a long arm and raked
“ T h e fire’s getting low . Y ou and
§ a n d o m a r rustic som e d riftw o o d .”
his half-open band across the quiv
ering lips, it was a sullen, sulky
The gang stared at E ric, to see
Jf his gaze would fall. It only grew blow, like that a she-ape might
give a comrade that had led her into
sharper, so one by one they turned
brambles, and apparently had no
expectant eyes to his adversary. It
power behind it, yet Garge was
■was Garge who had brought the
knocked head over heels into the
ta le of the defective revolver; here
•was a direct and unmistakable chal san d
W ithout a glance a t his fallen
lenge for him to prove his story. No
p a t Sandomar picked up the end
doubt Eric was bluffing, but It was
of a ten-foot pole he had brought
a bold bluff, and these bold men
from the beach and had laid under
gave him credit.
t h e b lu ff , o u t o f sight F or what pur
S a n d o m a r grunted a- question;

pose he had saved it F.i . imild
only guess; anyway it hid failed.
Lumbering up, grunting, the un
gainly creature threw his burden on
the fire.
The shower of spnrks showed
Eric standing tall and grave, his
weapon lowered to his side, white
flame on his face. Nan waited lie
hind him. her hands clasped over
her breast. But Swede, who had
not known the Law. did not raise
his Head, even when the reviving
fire crackled cheerily in his ears
and cast its growing radiance into
his open eves.
Before Eric slept, he saw that
the oars were hack in place and alt
signs of the abortive run-nw.i.v re
moved. His victory was not so
easy, his future so secure, that he
dared Ignore dne safeguard.
Nan stood haggard and trem
bling at her turf-house door. “Eric,
I couldn’t live through another such
night I'd sooner die!”
“You’ve got to fight on.” Eric
took her hand In both his own.
“We all need you. Nan. I couldn’t
have won without you. tonight; It
was your warning that saved my
life. . . . But maybe there won't
he any more such nights, for a long
time."
“They know yon still have five
cartridges, don’t they? Five—be
tween us and the place where
Swede's gone. . . . Anyway,
I’ll fight on. You can count me in
to the last.”
As Eric neared his sleeping-hut.
what seemed to be a pale shadow
detached itself from the grassy wall
and came stealing toward him His
raw nerves recoiled, but the danger
was not what It seemed. A throaty
voice murmured in the silence.
“White Chief."
It was Fireheart, who stood with
outstretched bands. Eric took them,
but his own were cold.
“It is late. You should be
asleep."
“I wait for you.” Her tone was
guttural, yet it had a tilt “I know
you catch'm love now."
“1 don't understand."
“When Fireheart leave fire while
ago. she no go sleep She lay,
think, roll over, get afraid. Think
maybe other white men kill you.
By’m’by she hear big noise. She get
up. go see. You gone, white girl
gone, everybody gone but Swede.
He lay by fire, no go any more, no
come make love to Fireheart no
more. You fix him.”
“But 1 didn't do it because of
you. Fireheart I killed him be
cause I had to—because he attacked
me.”
There was a long, dreary pause.
At last the girl threw back her
head. “Maybe you catch love for
white g irt yes?" She nodded many
times. "Her skin she no much
whiter than Fireheart’s. and she
not know how sew skins, trap birds,
hut she heap pretty and maybe
White Chief want her.” The girl’s
tone harshened. “Fireheart she
love hard—like north wind. But
she no-love like boorga, like big
gale.*
“But the white girl Is your
friend. Yon would not try to make
trouble for her.”
“I w ait I see. If you catch love
for her. she no my friend. If I
no get you, no girl get you. Maybe
I kill her. Maybe I have hunters
kill you, too. I am Fireheart
priestess of Lost People.”
The Aleut girl grunted and
trudged away. Eric lingered in the
chill dark, sick of heart, baffled,
the pilot-star he followed fading on
his sight. Yet all was not lost. His
last cartridge had not been spent
In vain. Early In the morning Garge
came to Eric’s hut suing for peace.
"Me and Sandy made a mistake
yesterday, and we ’umbly ask you
to let bygones be bygones.” the lit
tle cockney said. "We ain’t going
to make yon no more trouble, sir.
We sees you 'oid the upper 'and,
and though we don’t much like it,
we 'ave made up our minds to
stand i t Now, sir, Fd like to make
a ’umble plea.” Garge's tone grew
confidential “It may seem queer,
coming from me. but I'm making It
for Sandy’s sake, to keep 'Im out
of trouble.”
Eric could not imagine what was

A M ILLION "MAN HOURS ”

TO BUILD THIS SHIP!

M AN TOURING W ORLD
H A S ONLY ONE CENT
Sign

Photos by Timcs-Wide World
It took more then a million “man hours" of productive labor to build thia
52.000.000 tanker w hich waa launched at Camden, N. J. Inset shows Mrs.
J. J, Maguire, th e ship's sponsor, just before she smashed a bottle of
champagne across the bow.

CAMDEN, N. J.—As part of the
largest merchant shlp-bullding pro
gram in America at the present
time, the $2,000,000 tanker “SoconyVacuum” has just been launched
here.
The new vessel was christened
with a bottle of California cham
pagne by Mrs. J. J. Maguire, wife of
the head of the marine transporta
tion department of the Socony-Vacuuin Oil Company.
The ship is an ocean-going tanker
500-feet long, with a cargo capacity
of 5.330,000 gallons, the fourth to
be launched in a $5,000,000 ship
building program announced some
months ago by the oil company.
The vessel is equipped with the
most modern aids to navigation. To
build the steel hull required 5.300
tons of plates and shapes, and
1,090,000 rivets were used to secure
steel In place. The construction of
the vessel required a total of 1,200,000 man-hours of productive labor
a t the shipyard. The machinery,
pumps, boilers and auxiliaries pur
chased by the shipyard from out

side concerns required more than
800,000 man - hours of productive
labor, Mr. Maguire stated.
Approximately 2,000 men have
heen employed on the construction
of these new tankers. The building
of these ships has given employment
to a large number of men in fac
tories manufacturing such equip
ment as boilers, engines, electrical
generators, dynamos, pumps, piping,
etc. It has been estimated that in
figuring the costs for basic material
and labor for a ship of this type, that
no more than 20 per cent covers the
cost of basic materials—the balance
goes for labor in the shipyard and
steel mills and other manufacturing
plants. The new ships will not add to
the over-supply of tanker tonnage.
They will replace an equivalent
amount of old tonnage that has l>ecqtne obsolete.
The company now owns or oper
ates tinder charter one of the largest
fleets in the American merchant
marine. More than 45.000,000 barrels
of rrude oil and refined products
were transported by the fl-»t last
year.

GLEN CO V E
nnd the sun broke b ut rarely through
the gray clouds; but the caverns In
Hattie E. Gregory
the sea-crags wtiere the Aleuts lay
their dead was lonelier still, the
The funeral of Hattie E. Gregory
tides that swirled up were cold as was held from her home on Commer
death itself, and bright noonday
brought only a few weird reflected rial street Jan. 25, Rev. F. F. Fowle
glimmerings on the rock walls.
, of the Rockport Methodist Church
After the brief service, Eric called officiating. The interment was in the
his friends to Horton’s barabara for
counsel. Not once did he bint that family lot in Glencove cemetery.
his weapou was empty—he man
Mrs. Gregory was the only child of
aged to give the impression that the late Edward and Nancy Orbeton
he had solidified his position—imt of Rockland and was born Sept. 10,
he urged the utmost caution in all
dealings with the Aleuts, nnd re 1830. in th at city where she passed her
peated part of his talk with Garge. girlhood days and was graduated from
"There's not the slightest doubt the high school.
that even lawless men like SandoSh * wa 3 married in 1886 to Charles
. mar take less interest in a woman ' J Gregory of Glencove and came to
; with a mate,” Eric said. “As Garge
this place to live, passing 35 years of
put it, there are not enough wives
happily married life in this commu
to go 'round, and an eligible girl
is a constant source of trouble. As nity. where they entered the spirit of
far as I know. Nan is not engaged local activities, were interested in
to any one, but Marie and Wilcox : farm life and became members of the
seem to have hit It off, and If she'll Good Templars order and also joined
marry hitn here, on the island, it Harbor Light Chapter. O.ES.. of
will be better for every one.”
• Rockport.
The two lovers agreed to tie the
knot. With Fireheart’s consent, the i Closely following the death of her
ceremony would take place in the husband in 1920, another shock be. fell Mrs. Gregory when her only
chapel the following evening.
Eric agreed that all work should daughter Gladys, a promising young
cease two hours before sundown, and woman, died the same year, a blow
that a feast should be spread.
which affected her deeply. However,
In the dusky chapel, beside the
she rallied from this misfortune and
tarnished gold candlestick nnd the
passed
the remainder of her life trysingle silver ikon, Marie and Wil
cox knelt. Fireheart began to chant i ing to make others happy, being espeIn some alien tongue of which nei i cially interested in elderly persons
ther she nor any one here under and those who were classmates and
stood the least word. Roy guessed friends of her daughter.
1 at once that she was reciting the
As the result of a fall from which
J Russian wedding ceremony, as
she
suffered a broken leg, deceased
coming. “Go ahead.”
; passed down by word of mouth from
was
a patient at the Knox Hospital
a bearded zealot of Vladivostok.
"Can't the two young ladies 'urry
up and settle down with the men • marooned here nearly two hundred for more than a year and later was
of their choice? They both ’as their : years before. But that It was qpnfincd to her home. 'Mrs. Eva Ken
preference, no doubt, and It wouldn’t
magic of first water the priestess ney giving her careful and kindly a t
be no ’ardship. You see, sir. as long j herself never questioned.
tention during the past two years.
as they’re running around free.
Finally she Joined their hands, Her son Robert and his wife took care
Sandy won’t put ’em out of ’Is j prayed for them with a zeal that th a t her every desire was gratified
mind, and make 'isself comfortable i hurled Eric's heart Into his throat,
with one of the squaws. 'E’s like ! kissed them both, and bade them insofar as possible. Likeable as
friend and neighbor, Mrs. Gregory
rise.
a bull seal ’e is, and sometimes I'm
afeared he’ll lose 'is 'ead and get
In the silence Mother Horton he- had always a kindly word and pleas
’isself shot I don’t want nothin’ I gan what the Aleuts thought must a n t smile for those she met. and even
to ’appen to Sandy.”
j he the sacred hymn of the pale when stricken, made no complaint
faces. n e r thin voice wavered at but continued her pleasant manner.
"You think It would make any
difference to him, if the girls were l first, but gathered power as her
She was ever deeply interested in
j tribespeople Joined In one by one,
married?”
things of the day and was an active
singing
as
though
their
hearts
would
“It would make a 'eap of differ
break. No doubt it was high magic. member of the Glencove Study Club
ence. You know how It is, sir.
The strong-heart white girl with the and Social Center, and also belonged
There ain’t gals enough to go
pointed eyes wept openly, and a to the Woman’s Educational Club of
’round. To see the two best still
strange radiance was on the face of Rockland.
in the ring is 'ard on a man. I
the conquering chief.
don’t raise my eyes to ’em, myself,
She is survived by two sons, Ed
All the castaways were now swell ward Gregory of Seattle. Wash., who
but Sandy has ’igh tastes. On the
ing the chorus save the man called
other 'and, if they’ll make their
Roy, who was smiling tolerantly, has three children; and Robert S.
choice, even a bold man like Sandy
and Sandoraar who saw their lips Gregory who has one child and lives
will start to put ’em out of 'is
moving but could not understand. in Glencove.
’ead.”
The Aleuts wished that they, too,
There was sober truth, here.
could learn such big medicine, to
G et your Courier-Gazette from H.
Eric promised to give the m atter
make at tlieir own weddings when A. Barrows. Glencove postoffice and
his attention. “But it probably
the visitors had departed across the general store—adv.
can’t be done at once, and in the
haunted sea:
meantime you'd better keep your
Should rfuld acquaintance be forgot,
eye on Sandomar," he warned.
Pep without purpose is piffle.
and never brought to mind?
“He’s made too much trouble al W e ’ll fin d a c u p o f k in d n e s s y e t , fo r
ready. If he so much as touches
days of auld lang syne.
They were under the moon and the
either of the girls, he’s going to
stars.
He was the hero of the football
join Swede very quickly."
TO B E C O N T IN U E D
team. She was radiantly beautiful.
This warning echoed solemnly In
“Really dear, do you love me?’’ she
Garge's mind during a brief, grim
murmured.
ceremony following the morning
meal. Native and alien gathered
“You bet I do.”
FIRST CLASS
on the beach, forming a half-circle
‘ And do you think of me all the
about a still figure wrapped in a
tim e -n ig h t and day?"
TRUCKING SERVICE
sea-lion skin; Eric stood before
AND FURNITURE MOVERS
After a moment’s hesitation, he
them and gravely read a chapter
FOSTER’S TRANSFER
said: “I'll be frank with you. I think
from Mother Horton’s Bible. . . .
W . R . FO STER, Prop.
of football once in a while."—Ameri
It would not be good to Join Swede.
Tel. Thomaston 139-3 Rev. Chg.
can Legion Monthly
The Isle was lonely, th e winds chill.

Painter Sets Out
Cover 45,000 Miles.

qteSNAPSHOT GUIL
IS Y O U R LENS C L E A N ?

to

Paris.— Traveling around the
globe with only one cent in his
pocket Emil Richard Nlvala, twen
ty-five-year-old sign painter of As
toria, Ore., has passed through
here after becoming engaged to he
married in Finland.
Nlvala had plenty of adventures
on freight trains and tramp schoon
ers during the 28,000 miles he al
ready has covered, but he did not
find romance until he reached
Rautio, Finland. There he studied
Finnish and fell In love with his
teacher, Miss Alno Verron,
“I most hurry up and tiuish the
rest of the 45,000 miles of tny
Itinerary so I can get back to Ore
gon and get married.” he said.
"The life of the rolling stone Is
great sport but It can't - he done
after you get married and settle
down."
His only luggage is a briefcase
which can be carried by hand or
strapped on the back. It contains
a change of linen, a diary, a map
of the world and some knlcknacks
picked up en route. On the out
side of the case Is Inscribed the
legend: “Hound about the world —
45,000 miles or more—with one
cent.”
Born In Astoria. Ore., of Finnish
parents, Nlvala left home July 18,
1932, determined to see at least 45,000 miles of the world. He got his
first lift by plane to Portland, Ore.
Thence he traveled through 38 of
the 48 states of the Union, mostly
on freight trains. After touring
Mexico he returned to the United
States and obtained free passage
on a boat to the Scandinavian
countries by looking after two pas
sengers of doubtful mentality.
His only documents, which he
carries In his coat pocket consist
of an American passport a letter
from the mayor of Astoria, and one
in French from the Finnish consul
In New York, attesting to his good
character and honesty.

Rem arkable Fruit Tree
Produced by D ate Seed
New Orleans.—A date seed care
lessly tossed to the ground by P. A.
Chopin, president of the New Or
leans Horticultural society, has
produced a miracle.
From that seed has sprung a
mighty date palm tree which bears
300 pounds of luscious, seedless
dates each year. This Is the only
known seedless date palm in the
world, Chopin says.
Experiments conducted by Chopin
have convinced him that it is im
possible to graft or propagate this
date in any way save through
“suckers" that grow from the roots.
If the "sucker” transplanting Is
successful the entire date industry
may be revolutionized, Chopin

i

With a clean lent, plus proper exposure, you should always get sharp,,
clear pictures such as the ones above.

The suggestion to work through
the shutter opening also applies to
cleaning the front surface of cam
eras with single lenses fitted to box
cameras and certain folding models.
Handle the lens carefully and don’t ♦
exert too much pressure. It Isn't
necessary and might scratch the
surface.
The amount of pleasure you get
out of your camera depends almost
entirely on how much thought and
care you give It.
Picture taking is just like golf,
tennis, basketball or bowling—the
more you experiment, the more
(bought you give to your hobby, the
greater your reward In self satisfac
tion.
There are many good books avail
able on amateur photography but
one of the latest off the press is
called “How to Take Good Pictures."
ft is packed with sound advice for
, the beginner or the advanced ama
teur and profusely Illustrated with
pictures of every type, diagrams and
what have you. It might be called
“The Amateur Photographer's Ref
erence Book," but don’t think for
one minute it Is as “dry" as such a
name might Imply. You can no doubt
purchase this book from stores that
sell cameras and photographic sup
plies.
If you know your camera—its lim
itations or its versatility—give care
ful thought to composition and
story-telling possibilities you are
well along your way to take pictures
as interesting and sharp as the tw»
shown above.
JOHN VAN GUILDER.

HE Guild has received a number

T
of letters from fellow snapshooters complaining about smudgy look
ing pictures. They say they know
their exposures are correct and de
veloping done carefully with fresh,
cleaji chemicals.
Granting that all this is true the
next thing to consider is your lens.
Is it clean? You have looked through
dirty eye-glasses with probably a
few finger prints on them. If you
haven’t It’s a sure bet that you ha“e
experienced the difficulty of looking
through a smudgy window. Clean
eye-glasses and clean windows give
clear vision and similarly the cam
era cannot "see” so well if its eye
(the lens) Is cloudy and smudgy
from grease, finger prints and dust
collected over a period of months. ,
Cleaning a lens is a very simple
operation. All you need is a soft, un
starched linen handkerchief and
perhaps a match or pencil, if the
lens is quite small. The rear surface
of the lens can easily be reached by
removing the back of the camera.
If the camera has a double lens
(one behind aqd one in front of the
shutter diaphragm), the front com
bination may be removed by turning
to the left, which will allow you to
work through the shutter opening
when set for “time," with the hand
kerchief over the end of the match
or lead pencil. If the lens Is quite
dirty breathe on it and then rub
quickly with the handkerchief. Be
sure, when replacing the front lens,
to screw it hack into the shutter as
far as it will go.
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Lighted Green C rou
Becom es Landmark Again
Cleveland.—A green cross shines
again from the top of old St. Malachi’s church here on the West
side and old-timers who have lived
in the neighborhood where the
church has stood 63 years are re
joicing.
The cross once was a factor In
guiding Lake Erie sailors into the
dock here. It shone at night until
20 years ago. But now It has been
replaced. Sailors have their mod
ern lighthouses In the harbor now,
but the light Is serving as a beacon
to the torrential flow of boulevard
traffic passing near I t It used to
be lighted by gas. Now electricity
does It.

Perfect Solitaire Game
Is H alted by Bullets
Interrupted
Frank Patlon's perfect game of soli
taire.
Police, answering a call early onp
morning from Patlon, found him at
his garage and aervlce station,
slumped by the telephone, with a
wound In his abdomen. Police
found on his deak an unfinished sol
itaire game which could easily have
been won.
Before he lost consciousness, Pat
lon murmured, “I was slow in 'put
ting them np’—they drilled me."
From other Incoherent mumblings
they gathered It was two young
swarthy men. Twenty dollars was
missing from the cash register. He
was wounded seriously.
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Seed Put in Baby’s Ear
21 Years A go Comes Out

H
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VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL fCont.)
, 10-Farm animal
39- Prussian eity
1-Coquette
13-A rodent
40- Girl’s name
5-Mixture of flour
15-Cook in an oven 42-Attem pt (Scot.)
and w ater
17-Rubs out
44- Man’a name
9-Etruacan god
20- Part of the body
45- Bar
10- A constellation
21- Picture longer than
46- Ever (contr.)
11- A vegetable
wide (pl.)
47- A garden tool (pl.)
12- Worship
(23-Cover
4S-Becom es fatigued
14-Prefix. Across
25-Exchange
16-Titles '
28-Parity
18- Measure of weight
VERTICAL
30- Amenda
19- Church festival
I
31- Forsake
21- Pointed upward
32- Wool-bearing
22- Dish of green herbs 1- Fluttering flame
animal
2- Youth
(Pl.)
33- Pertaining to Eolis
3- Fetters
24-Joined
35-Veteran (abbr.)
4- Subjects of
26- Misdeed
35-Penetrate
discourse
27- Strike gently
37-Those who foretell
29-Covered with reeds 5- Petted
6- To slap the water 39-A tree
32-Moves by steam
41-Lord Lieutenant of
as In ssiling
34-Device for lifting
Ireland (abbr.)
7- Half a score
(pl.)
43-The sheltered side
8- Relieved
38-Lyric poem

Evansville, Tnd. — Twenty-one
-»
years ago William B. Gough. Jr.,
then two years old, put sunflower
TREM ONT
seeds In his own ear and the ear
of his year-old sister Margaret. One
Mrs. Jennie Harding is spending the
day recently Miss Gough had head winter with her sister Mrs. James
pains and spells of fainting. A doc Benson.
tor, examining her ear, found the
Mrs. Julia Newman who has been
sunflower seed.
She Is reported fully recovered ill nearly all winter is now able to be
today at her home here. Her broth | out.
‘
,
er suffered a similar experience ten I
Church services are being held in
yeara ago and a physician removed
the seed Gough had put In his ear. the parish house during the cold
weather instead of at the church.
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Quarrel Over Duck Gets
Man Life Prison Term
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Mrs. Barron Watson entertained
,S T
the Ladies Aid last week, with Mrs.
New Philadelphia. Ohio.—An ar Edward Robinson assisting hostess
sistant secretary: and Mrs. Vera
gument over a duck started Ralph There were 23 present.
Bowman, thirty-four, of Mineral
The Eastern Star Lodge held its in Harding, treasurer.
City near here, on a life term In
stallation
Thursday evening.
The annual church meeting was
Ohio penitentiary for murder.
Bowman was convicted and senThe annual meeting of the Ladies’ held the second W"dnesdav in Janu
tenred here for the slaying of Ed- Aid at the Parish House resulted in ary. these officers being elected: Mrs.
ward Rudolph, thirty-four, also of election of these officers: Mrs. Lida Sarah Kittredge clerk; Mrs. Iona
Mineral City, last September. The Smith president; Mrs. Eva Benson. Sawyer, treasurer; Mrs. Flora Latty,
men had quarreled over the owner
ship of a duck, and Rudolph was 1st vice president; Mrs. Sarah Kit auditor; Milton Kittredge and Ralph
tredge. 2nd vice; Mrs. Blanche Wat ^Benson, deacons; and Mrs. Leslie
stabbed to death.
son, secretary; M rs. C ora K elley , a s . R ich , deaconess.

Every-Other-Day
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Page Five
SKIPPERS WIN AGAIN

NEW

A IR S T R E A M

M ODEL

ADDED

TO

DE SO T O

L IN E

But, Alas!

I t Doesn't Count For No

"Goose" Arey Was Not Present

W hat you call a person who drives I tors so to prevent sub-hood overheat
a car depends on how close he comes ing, The driver who opens any
ventilator or louvre th a t strikes
to you.
his fancy isn't likely to obtain correct
Heat May Harm Clutch
thermal conditions. He should at
H eat causes considerable mysteri least know which ventilator will be
ous trouble with that hardworking efficient in cooling the fuel pump and
unit of the car, the clutch. In one gas lines.
case It may produce a noise sounding
Try These Some Day
like an unoiled throwout collar, yet
If the car won't sta rt on glare ice
this may turn out to be nothing more
serious than need for an adjustment by using one of the lower gears try
to give more clearance. In cases starting in high or use second and
where an aluminium sleeve Is used to hold the hand brake partly on.
If it is necessary to rock the car to
support the throwout bearing any
tightness combined with heat may release a Jammed starter be sure the
result in the clutch failing to release. wheels are not on ice or snow. Put
The remedy here Is merely to dress ashes under them if the wheels slide.
down the sleeve until it fits more
Forces Them Into Safety
freely. And then there are the many
Apparently it Is no longer safe to
cases where clutches are made to expect the average driver to obey
grab because slippage of the plates signs. One of the newest develop
causes warpage
ments on a New York highway il
lustrates this and plainly suggests
W h at D esign F or B uying?
I don't know whether they’re th a t possibly the way to check the
numerologists or just motor-minded growth of the accident evil is to de
|folk with a flair for working on sign highways that will enforce safe
hunches, but I hear a lot of talk these ty. On the new road in question it is
days about the importance of buying impossible to intersect it without
every other yearly model rather than slowing down for the reason that
to consider each successive model as crossroads take a zigzag course across
desirable. Frankly 1^can't remember the main highway. As a further
whether we're supoosed to be partial safeguard the main highway makes
to the even years or the odd ones, but a slight bend in its otherwise straight
It doesn't matter if you agree with course at each one of the intersec
me th a t the theory is about fifty per tions. This also makes it necessary
cent wrong. The fact that it has for those on the boulevard to slow
seemed to work out in a number of down a little.
cases may just be another way of
Weak Pump Checks Start
demonstrating that the law of chance
When an engine refuses to re-start
still is on deck.
after it has been running the indi
T hat a manufacturere is capable of cations usually are th a t the fuel has
making a good car every other year become overvaporized, causing some
is a fallacy easily zpunctured. It is what the same conditions as excessive
tru e th a t where a manufacturer choking. Sometimes, however, the
endeavors to step out ahead of the unusual Mope ns. Ir. some recent
procession he may have a year of cases of inability to re-start promptly
experimentation followed by one of the trouble was traced to a weak
correction and refinement, but I diaphragm in the fuel pump.
doubt if one can make a rule out of
More Readers Are Asking:
this. Some manufacturers manage
Q I have installed two hot water
to make a very even progression,
heaters on mv car but this hasn't
while others seem to be perennially
enabled me to obtain any better hekthaving difficulty molding their pro
ing than I had before. Do you think
ducts according to their ideals. Fre
the anti-freeze clogs the heater
quently a year of refinements must
cores?—K. M.
follow one of expansion and new
A. You needed two thermostats,
engineering developments, not merely
not two heaters. Don’t you realize
to iron out wrinkles but to help out
th a t the extra heater increases the
thp stockholders who demand divi
cooling capacity of the system and
dends
thus lowers the temperature of the
I t looks like each car has to be
cooling fluid? The anti-freeze has
judged on e its own merits. I know
nothing to do with the trouble. Try
people who bought trouble in 1934
that extra thermostat with the two
and others who picked winners. I
heaters and if that doesn't help then
would be just as willing to buy a
cut out one of the heaters.
1935 experiment as a 1935 revision.
O. Should there be more braking
I t would depend entirely on the indi
force on the front wheels than on the
vidual car and the circumstances
rear?—G.L.M.
underlying its production.
A. Engineers are not in agreement
Mechanic.Joe Speaking:
on this point. Check over the speci
“If car owners could just be on the fications and you will find more cars
service side of motordom for a day with a fifty-fifty braking distribution
they would begin to realise how much than with more braking power on the
. it costs to go here, there and every front than on the rear I think
where for service. When I see a car manufacturers are a bit cautious,
often enough to know how it is used fearing car owners may tem pt me
and meet its owner often enough to chanics to overdo this. With more
have an idea of what he expects from braking power on the front there is
a car I don’t have half as much no rear tire slippage in stopping and
trouble satisfying him.
a much more oositive feeling in brak
"There arc some owners who like ing. It has mv personal vote.
to have the motor knock a little on
Q My car was tn a collision last
rapid acceleration; others are worried summer and now I notice th a t it has
sick over a knock Some want a lean a marked tendency to skid when the
mixture for long distance travel while ‘streets are slippery. W hat would
others need a richer mixture for short cause this?—D. A
runs around town. By knowing the
A. You had better have the front
owners I get to know what thev want wheels checked for alignment. The
in car performance, and that’s the frame may also be swayed.
easiest route to tuning the car to
War Vet—And now. doctor, that
their taste.”
I've told you I am going to marry
Old Warning Now Gone
Tire howl on curves will be greatly your daughter Anne, there’s one thing
lessened as the newer cars go Into I want to get off my chest.
Doctor—You Just tell me about it.
the hands of consumers, due to the
War Vet—A tattooed heart with the
fact that there will be a greater check
on sideway. But therein lies a name “Yvette of Bar le Due" on it.
moral. Squealing tires always have —N. Y. National Guardsman.
been a tip to drivers to take turns
more carefully. No squeal may trun
out to be “no warning" under the
new regime, unless drivers take the
tip.
Warned At The Start
But here is a new development that
reverses the situation a bit. Because
the new models have such an abund ance of power for getaway you al
ways can tell when the streets are
slippery before you are trapped into
trying to stop without skidding. Even
as you are letting up the clutch pedal
th e wheels start spipnlng to tell
plainly that traction Is at a low ebb.
Vents Check "Gas Lock”
In the new cars there Is another
development that ought to suggest
improvements that can be made in
the operation of older models. Fuel
pumps are now shielded In such a
way th at they do not catch hot air
from tho motor and thus do not over
h eat to a point where fuel vaporizes
and.causes “gas lock”. While a baffle
plate or a shield is easily enough a r
ranged for on an older model, if
needed, at least the driver should re
member to adjust the hood ventlla-

The smart new Airstream De Soto, now a companion car to the Airflow De
Soto, is shown at the upper left. The new Airstream looks big and ia big —
having a wheelbase of 116 inches. It is powered with a 93 horsepower engine in
which are incorporated all of the advanced De Soto engineering features.
At the lower right is the new 1935 Airflow De Soto with its re-styled front end.
The radiator has been rounded and lengthened. These changes lend a feeling of

R O C K V ILLE
Mr. Havener has a crew at work
filling his ice houses. Charles McIn
tosh has completed his harvesting
a t the upper end of the pond.
Mrs. Harry Smith ,o f Rockland
spent Monday with Mrs. F C. Ma
loney.
The Rockland Ice Company has be
gun cutting and harvesting ice
Trucks are hauling to the Samoset
and filling the ice house there. F
C. Malonev is using his truck, and
Vesper Hall Is working at the icc
house, also Earl Pettlngill.
Mrs. Olive Moffitt, housekeeper for
George Sides, has returned after visit
ing friends and relatives in Rock
land. Dorchester, Mass., and Wash
ington. D C.
Eddie Lotman. who recently went
to Miami. Fla., has returned home.
He says oranges can be bought there
for only 50 cents a bushel. The home
trip was made by bus and seven
changes were required.
Doris and Helen Hall and Lillie
Hill are confined to the house with
mumps.
The school children of the village,
taught by Miss Feme Whitney, had an
entertainment recently with this pro
gram: Old English Nursery Rhyme;
The Sweet Nightingale; Our Queer
Lingo Vivian; Customer and the
Smart Salesman. Raymond; House
wife and the Hobo. Helen; Picture
Stories, Evans; Moving Picture.
Evans; Nursery Records: Funny
Story—A Surprise. Helen; Jones.
Vivian; Attention Barbers, and Mat.
tress Makers, Furriers. Millicent.,

Thankful Grandpa. Millicent; Jack
' Frost Jingle Bells; Work, Helen
O'Jala; Joke. Helen Hall; Joke, Har
old Hall. Games were played and
r freshments, served.
T he High
School girls attended and enjoyed the
program as there was no session at
High School.
Willis Bronkie and bride left Sun
day for Ansonia. Conn., her home,
after spending a week with his
mother. Mrs. Inez Bronkie. Mr.
Bronkie leaves today for Chile. S A.,
where he will remain for three years.
He will be joined by Mrs. Bronkie
in about four months.

E A S T FR IE N D SH IP
Mercury in this community reg
istered from 30 to 36 degrees below
zero Monday morning which sur
passes the frigid mark of last winter.
Snow by the highways is also piled
as high as in 1934.
Mr. and Mrs. Anderson of New
Hampshire were called here last Sat
urday by the death of Mrs. Ander
son's brother, H. J. Autio.
Mrs Benjamin Lasko who has had
employment for several weeks in New
York, returned home last Saturday.
Owing to the severe storm there
was no mail delivered at th is place
last week Thursday, and for th e first
time th is year the school bus did not
run.
Leonard Clark attended the funeral
services held Sunday at South Wal
doboro for Albert Delano.
Ruth Copeland, seven years old,
who started school at five, has a twomile trip by bus to the village each

New Safety Device Patterned
'A fter E yes of C a ts and Dogs

MICKIE SAYS—
U/HEU YOU WEEP A SHOWCARD
FOR YOUR STORE, PWOtJE US*
WE PRlUT ’EM IM BOLD AMD
SHOWY TYPE OW HEAVY
CARP BOARD* THEM LOOK
GWEU-, AUO tw ' GOST iswrr
m uch
/

Left, above, Jonathan Caas Stlmson, of Chicago, who dlacovered that
the tam e principle that causea light to be reflected from th e eyea of
the Tabby In the upper right corner could be used effectively on the
tail lights of automobilea. Drawing ahowa how a ray of light ie reflected.
NEW YORK—Eyes of cats and
dogs reflecting tbe lights of on
rushing automobiles along our
highways at night have resulted in
tbe perfecting ot important new
automobile and highway safety de
vices exhibited at this year's New
York Automobile Show.

in rear automobile lamps and tn
road sign s, lights of approaching
cars produce their own safety sig
nals. even in cases where tall lamps
tall or cars bave been parked with
out lights.
New York state, effective this
tnoDlh, requires reflex reflector tall
For the first tim e all passenger lamps on all trucks and on all new
cars and trucks exhibited at this passenger cars, and sim ilar legisla
year's show are equipped with >ail tion is expected this year In many
lights made of reflex reflector glass, other states.
This new safety device Is a prod
while most of th e latest highway
safety signs are sim ilarly equipped “ct 01 th ® depression years and Is
for the benefit and safety ot night !?r ee ' l th ® 11,6 W0ll< of J ° nalllan
Stlm5oa
son of Chicago, who de
drivers.
i '( ass al,m
_,
„
„ .
.
' term lned a number of years ago to
e v L o?eW, M V
7
^ ' b e ' rnake 8 tnechanical mirror which
eyes of night anim als (prowlers)
would compare In efficiency with
la ao designed that it is self-focus
nature's animal eye reflector.
lng and returns the Illumination
The beauty and variety of design
from approaching headlights to tbe
.
used in incorporating this reflex
m t.e .oaa’ m e Z e ^ f dr,ver wnB I safety feature In the varlou . tall
j'
lamps, is a tribute to the ingenuity
By

Introducing this new feature Jot the modern motor engineer.

below. Gene Hall (the rascal) sug
I gested they be called the "N G.’s."
> Following ts the official score a t
' tabulated by official scorer C. F.
i Grimes.
Skippers—D' ew 280 D -rr 276 S.
Aev 272, Peterson 239. Hall 231, total
1298.
1 Gcose's Ganders — Young 251,
Grimes 229 Sanborn 287. Grlndlc 228,
I.’ttlefleld 277, total 1272.
Following are the averages up to
the match of Jan. 30 as compiled bv
accountant Skin Arey. They show
a verv even and balanced arrangement of players.
Player
Games
Average
Skip Arey ............ 30
90 plus
Ooose Arey ........ .. 27
89 plus
Ies Dyer ............. . 27
86 plus
85 plus
Sanborn ........... . 24
Drew ................. . 27
84 plus
24
Grlndlc ............
84 plus
Peterson
82 plus
.. 27
Orimes ............. . 30
8t p'.US
79 plus
Littlefield .......... 30
Hall ..................
78 plus
30

Du" to the fact that Commander
“Goose' Arey was confined to his
domicile with an attack of goosefle&h
and hay fever the weekly match of
ihe B zzy Bizlncss Boyz at the Cascade Alleys last Wednesday evening
wa not counted in the series for the
1supper, and as it turned out it gave
ihe "Goose's” Ganders a little breath! ing spell, for the Skippers were in
pretty good form and won by the
ina' gin of 26 pins.
Il was good even bowling, however,
i for the Ganders won the first string
' by only three pins, the second was
j captured by the Skippers with 15 to
spare and then thp Skippers took the
rubber game and the match by win
ning the last string by sixteen pins.
Leon Sanborn was In fine fettle
again and his “hesitation ball” seemed
to hesitate not a bit in knocking down
the pins, so that Icon came out with
ISLESFO R D
high total. Scottie Littlefield gave
his friendlv enemy Gene Hall a good
W I
Spurting Is an Augusta
.spanking, especially in the last string visitor.
when Scottie rose to the heights with
Mrs. Andrew Stanley Is in 111
100 and Gene fell to the depths with health.
a 69
Allan Color, of the U. S coast guard
Gene, always scheming how to get has recently snent a few days at
a few extra pins. Introduced a new Jonesport with his family.
shrt’ known as a “delayed steal."
The men arc busy caring for their
speed and movement to the entire car. Many of the original Airflow features
Fvervbody agreed it was a “steal" all
boats as there Is quite a bit of Ice in
have been improved and refined on the 1935 care. The steering is new and
right but Gene said it was not delayed
through the use of a new stabilizer, the benefits of Floating Ride have been
the harbor.
as long as Goose Arey's three-minute
greatly increased. Among the mechanical features are a new ventilated clutch,
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Spurling of
an air-cooled generator, simplified ventiletien rtid tapered leaf springs. Smarter
.-trike. The “delayed steal' shot as
and more luxurious than ever, the new Airflow is powered with a 100 h. p. motor.
Cranberry
Isles, are visiting his
made bv Gene Hall is made in the
following manner: The No 10 pin Is mother Mrs. W. A. Spurling.
schoolday. but has never been absent were bearers Monday at 'the funeral standing (Corner pin). Deadwood
A. J. Bryant 1s building a 30-foot
or tardy.—truly a fine record.
services of Albert W. Delano of I of one pin. laying in center of alley. , boat in his shop for Dr Rash Rheese
• • • •
Friendship.
| lengthwise of the alley. Gene hits of Rochester. N. Y. Dr. Rheese has
Hjalmar J. Autio
the deadwood on the side next to the a summer home a t this place
The
schedule
for
Waldoboro
High
The death of HJaimar J. Autio
pin, cuffs it gently up against the ' Elmer Marston of the U. S coast
which occurred after an illness ct basketball games includes: Feb.
opposite kick back, from whence it re | guard is passing 15-davs with his
8,
Boothbay
Harbor
at
Boothbay;
three weeks, was a great shock to his
bounds and rolls slowly clear across family.
family and friends in this commun Feb. 13, Wiscasset at Waldoboro; Feb.
A birthday party was recently
I 2C. South Bristol at South Bristol; the alley to knock down the pin.
ity. Mr. Autio had moved to this
Scottie wore out three pencils trying given Emerson Ham by Mrs Malcolm
Feb.
f<S.
Boothbay
Harbor
at
Waldo
place from Quincy. Mass., about nine
to figure out how it was done but Pernald and Mrs. Winfred Pemald at
years ago and had successfully en. boro March 2, Lincoln Academy at
Gene said he could figure that kind the former's home. The evening was
Newcastle;
March
5.
Rockport
at
gaged in the dairy business, having a
[spent plaving cards Refreshments
Waldoboro. The dates, Feb. 1. 5 and out in his head.
milk route at the village.
"Skip” Arey dropped a few points I were served bv the hostesses with
15
are
open.
Games
postponed
have
His upright character and fine
in his average but he laid it to the Mrs Ralph Bryant assisting. Those
standing as a good citizen and devot been the Union game here, the Wis
loss of his “bowling tooth.' Skip said present were: Mr. and Mrs. Frank
casset
game
at
Wiscasset
and
the
ed father will be long remembered by
he had a certain tooth in his mouth Bartlett, Mr. and Mrs Allen Crow
his associates. He was a member of Lincoln Junior Varsity game here, and
that he braced his tongue against ley, Mr and Mrs. Alvah Bunker, Mr.
the Finnish Congregational Church at a later date will be announced.
when he bowled, and- darned If he and Mrs. Winfred Pernald, Mr. and
8t. George which he faithfully a t
didn’t break that tooth and It upset Mrs. Malcolm Fernald and Misses
Patient—Doctor. I'm a victim of in
tended.
The survivors are two
his equilibrium tremendously. He Is Eleanor Ham. Geneva Spurling.
daughters; six sons of this place and somnia. I can't sleep If there's Ihe
in hopes to have the void filled up i Verna Whitney. Elizabeth Dwelley,
a son in Massachusetts; besides least noise, and there's a strange cat
before the next match.
i Marcia and Sylvia Gilley. Barbara
that Just under my window. Can't
brothers and sisters.
The team of Grtndle and Grimes Bryant. Mesdames Eleanor Bryant.
you
do
something
for
me?
Funeral services were held Monday
[seemed to be the “big drag" for the I Vivian Rpsebrook. Marjorie Robin,
with Rev. and Mrs. Heino of St.
Doctor—Certainly (giving him a Ganders. We will spare them what son. Rebecca Marstcn and Hillis Bry
George officiating. Interment was powden. This powder will be effec mortification we can by not calling
ant, Irving Spurling, Leman Ham.
in the Doe cemetery.
tive.
public atttention to their scores, but Emerson Ham, Lewis and Francis
When do I take it?
of course if you must sec what they Fernald, Andrew Stanley. Jr.. Milton
W ALDOBORO
You don't take it. You give it to did (or did not) do you can find the Phippen.
—-I
tell tale information in the box score
Warren Pernald is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Hunnewell are the cat in some milk.
in New York where they will pass a
month.
Local friends of Mrs. Verna Sco
field gave her a shower at her home
In South Waldoboro last week.
Elroy Gross has employment tn
Ithaca, N. Y.
Cecil Ludwig and Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Achorn of Belmont. Mass.. Mrs
E. A. Smith of Lynfield, Mass., Miss
Mildred Meyer, Vernon and Leonard
Meyer of Dorchester, Mass., who were
called here by the illness and death
of Mrs. Addie Achorn. have returned
There will be a business meeting of
the Parent-Teacher Association in the
high school Feb. 6, at 4 o'clock
Mr. and iMrs. Garland Day enter
tained I. T. Club Monday evening
Mrs. Gertrude Benner, the president, j
was in the chair. Following the busi- i
ness session, games were enjoyed and
refreshments served.
Fire broke out Friday afternoon
In one of the chambers at th e home
of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Shorey. It was
extinguished by the fire department
with the damage confined only to one
room. Miss Elsie Maunder lost many
personal effects including a new win
ter coat and other articles of wear
ing apparel.
Mrs. Alice Cousens, who cared for
the late William G rant for several
months, has returned to her home on
the Winslow's (Mills road.
George Chellis of Hall's Quarry.
Fred Chellis of Belfast, Putnam P.
Bicknell of Rockland, Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Hocking and Mr. and Mrs. j
William Imlach of Long Cove were in |
town Sunday to attend the funeral
services of William Grant.
Mrs. Alfred G. Davis is in Brad
ford, Ont., where she was called by
the illness of her mother.
The Susannah Wesley Society met
Monday afternoon with Miss Julia
Kaler.
Oral E. Ludwig, Herbert Johnson,
Fred Boggs and William Johnson,
representing the local order of Moose
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Stop That Dangerous

B R O N C H IT IS
C ough— Tonight
Sleep Sound AH Night Long
All coughs look alike to Buckley's
Mixture (triple acting)—one sip ot this
grand medicine usually stops an ordi
nary cough—the tough old deep seated
cough and the persistent bronchial
cough are usually checked and under
control after Just a few doses—no more
tormenting, sleepless nights
Buckley's Is different—It's supremelt acts like a flash"—Just prove It with
one 45 cent bottle at Comer Drug Store
Gardner. Druggist. Warren or any drug
store—It ts guaranteed.

The Courier-Gazette

Cldh

TH O M A STO N
The February meeting of the Gen.
Knox Chapter, D.A-R, will be held
Monday at 3 o’clock at the home of
Mrs. Annie Willey, Dunn street.
Services at the Federated Church
next Sunday will be; Church schcol
at 9.45; morning service at 11, subject
“The denial of peace and the gift of
glory.” The anthem will be "Eye
hath net seen,” by Norman. Evening
service at 7.
Church Night will be observed by
the Federated Church in the Congre
gational vestry 'Feb. 6, at 7.30. This
is for the entire parish and all mem
bers are invited.
Capt. Leland H art of Brighton.
Mass., formerly of Maine, accom
panied the remains of Darius Rackliffe to this place Friday, returning
the same day.
This community's attendance at
the President's ball was rather small,
only 25 couples being reported. The
object was one which should have
made a strong appeal for patronage.
A house on Georges street owned
and occupied by Virgil Young and
his mother was damaged to the ex
tent of $200 or mere by a fire that
originated in a chimney. The loss is
covered by insurance.
Mrs. Hilda Keyes will entertain the
Beta Alpha Club a t her home Wed
nesday afternoon, This will be a
beano party.
Mrs. Maynard Jackson is con
valescing from a tonsil operation at
the home of her sister Mrs. James
Carney.
Frank French of Montreal. Canada,
is in town, called by the death of
his uncle. John W. French.
The card party of the Circle of
Grace Chapter, O.E.S. in Masonic hall
Wednesday evening, was a successful affair. Auction, beano, contract.
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LghtsofNeiwYork
L. L. STEVENSON

Dr. Harold C. Urey, who was
awarded the Nobel chemistry prize
for 1934, sometimes lives up to the
Fontaine Fox title, "The AbsentMinded Professor." One morning up
at Columbia, where he is a profes
sor, he entered a clnssroom and
gave his lecture. After some time
had elapsed, he discovered that the
faces before him were all unfamil
iar. He had merely wandered Into
the wrong room. On another o c
casion, he started out wearing shoes
that were not mates. His award
came to him for his discoveries In
regard to heavy water. The hydro
gen content of heavy water, known
as deuterium, weighs twice as much
as the hydrogen element in ordinarywater. It used to cost $8,000 a
pound. Now the cost Is only from
$8 to $20 a pound. Few laymen
know what heavy w ater Is. No lay
man knows what to do with It as
y e t It Is regarded as extremely
valuable to science, however.' Sci
entists hope to learn atomic se
crets through It—witness the “dance
of the molecules" or something,
•

Even a soldier may have his soft moments! The picture above shows Gary :
Cooper succumbing to the wiles of beautiful Kathlacn Burke in “The Lives '
of a Bengal lancer," which comes to Strand Theatre for Sunday, Monday
and Tuesday. Miss Burke is the only feminine member in a east ttert In
cludes Franchot Tone, Richard Cromwell, Sir Guy Standing, Monte Blue, j
Dcuglas Dumbrille and Akim TamirolT. The film, picturing the adventures
cf the colorful cavalry regiment, is based on Francis Yeats-Brown's book.—ad.

W ARREN

A T T H E C A PIT O L

Mrs. Flora Peabody will hospitably
open her home Tuesday evening for
the February meeting of the Women's
Club. Readings will be given by Mrs.
Nettie Vinal. and Mrs. Ella CunningJ ham. and hostesses are Mrs. Peabody
I and Miss Hilda Aspey.
| As the date of the Women's Club

(Continued From Page One)

•

•

Doctor Urey Is forty-one years
old. He received his degree of bach
elor of science from the University
of Montana nad his Ph. D. In chem
istry from the University of Cali
fornia. He came to Columbia as an
associated professor five years ago.
In addition to the Nobel prize, he
was awarded the Willard Gibbs
medal by the Chicago section of the
American Chemical society. That
too was for his work with heavy
water. But his spare time reading
Is detective stories and S. S. Van
Dine Is his favorite author. He
also likes to fool around the gar
den and play the piano. His wife
will spend his prize money.

moose in Waldo. Lincoln and Ken- I
nebec counties.
Woodbury of Morrill—Providing for
• • •
a three-day open season on bull j
Another recent prize winner was
moose in Waldo and Knox counties.
Ayer of Union—Providing for the ' Louis Paul who lives In Kew gar
dens. He received the O. Henry
bridge and "500" were played. Hon- ' meeting conflicts with the evening closing of Pettengiil Stream in Knox memorial award of $300 for the
outstanding short story of the year.
ors were won in auction by Edward i classes at the high school, arrange. county to fishing.
Sleeper of Rockland—Providing It was his first to get Into print
Doman; contract. Leah Davis. Lucy ( ments have been made to hold the
Spear. Mrs. Elizabeth Turner auction, latter Monday a t 6 30. Those taking that when Maine materials are avail After writing It, he laid it aside for
able they shall be used in construc- six months. Then, one day, seeing a
Sara Chesley, Donald LaChance; the courses will please note,
newspaper advertisement of a high
„
v
j
*
tion of public projects.
beano. Mrs. Cora Knight. Barbara
The son born Sunday to Mr. and
H
priced magazine, he concluded the
Hobbs
of
Hope—Proposing
an ' editor would want that yarn. The
Gilchrest. Leila Smalley. Etta Ben Mrs. Robert Connell is named Rob. >
amendment to the constitution for , editor did. He not only accepted it
ner; pivot contract Sarah Montgom ert Blair Jr.
election of governor's council by the but along with the check sent a let
ery; “500," Bernice Knights.
Warren Grange will hold installa
ter telling the author how good it
people.
tion of officers Tuesday evening.
Pythian Joint Installation
Sleeper of Rockland—Providing j was. While the story that was to
Highland Grange of East Warren is [ th a t persons prevented by sickness or | be a prize winner—the title is “No
Arcana Lodge, K. of P. and May
invited, and Austin Snow of th at
More Trouble for Jedwick," and It
infirmity may cast absentee ballots, I deals with the escape of a negro
flower Temple Pythian Sisters held a
place will install.
Sle: per of Rockland—Exempting I slayer from a chain gang—was
joint installation Friday evening in
Douglas Bowley has returned home
K. of P. hall. The installing officers
from punishment anyone who gives J gathering dnst, Paul was at work
for the K nights were; Stanley R. from Chicago where for the past information under oath against any [ on a novel. He finally turned out
four months he was a student at the
two. Both have been accepted by a
Cushing, deputy C. C.; Frank Lineparty guilty cf abortion.
publisher and the first will be out
ken, G. P.; Hollis Gilchrest, GM. of A Coyne Electrical and Radio School.
In the spring.
Officers installed were Maynard his course being in sound and tele
• * •
P O R T CLYDE
Wentworth, C. C.; Herbert Everett, vision
The
winner
of
the O. Henry award
Ann Norwood entertained several
vice C. C.; Stanley R. Cushing,
The ladies of the Baptist Church looks much like a somewhat dated
young
friends
a
t
dinner
Wednesday
prelate; Richard E. Dunn, M. of W.;
I gave a baked bean supper Wednesday football player. He is thirty-two
years old. He weighs 215 pounds
Fred Fernald. K: of R and Seals; at the home of her grandparents, Mr. in the library community rooms.
Charles M. Starrett, M. of F.; May and Mrs. A. T. Norwood Her guests
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Simmons are and his muscles are well developed.
They should be. When he was six
nard Spear. M. of E.; Benjamin included her sisters Lois and M ary.]| visiting relatives in Rockland.
teen, he quit school and joined the
Smalley M of A.; Anson Pryon. I. G.; her cousin Ade’.bert Norwood. PrisMrs. Damon Simmons is ill and army. In that way, he saw the
Nelson Spear. O G.
' cilia Hastings and Nathalie McKinley. I attended by Dr. Lawry of Rockland.
country, having been shifted from
The installing officers for MayThe Dorcas Circle of Kings DaughThis commuriity was grieved, by camp to camp until his total
fiower Temple were Mrs. Edith ters will meet Monday afternoon the loss of one of its highly regarded reached seven. A fter the Armistice,
Wyllie. G. C.; Mrs. Shirley Bowley,; with Mrs. Flora Peabody.
citizens Edwin Hooper, whose death he served as an orderly In Walter
G. M., of W arren; and Mrs Percy j Mrs. Ruth Wilson will entertain occurred Jan. 19 a t his home after Reed hospital In Washington. Tir
Studley of Thomaston. Officers in- Monday night the Help One Another several months of ill health. Sym ing of that after a time, he quit
and went West On the Pacific coast,
stalled: Mrs Sadie Prvor, P. C.; Mrs. [Circle of King's Daughters.
pathy is extended the bereaved he was a movie extra. Also a stev
Bertha Frost. M EC.; Mrs Mary
Mrs oiiVer Libby entertained de- family.
edore. Also he held down various
Henry. E S .; Mrs. Maud Jordan, E. J.; . lightfully a t a 1 o’clock luncheon
jobs on railroads. In addition, he
Sim m ons-Davis
had other jobs In all of which toil
Mrs. K atherine Crawford, manager; Thursday, Mrs. George Counce. Mrs
The marriage of Miss Eleanor Da was spelled with capital letters.
Mrs. Grace Andrews, M. R. & C.; Mrs. j A T Norwood and Mrs. Ada Spear
Cora Knights, M. of F; Mrs Flor- 0{ w arren and Mrs. Hiram Libby of vis and Howard Simmons took place Then he came East, For the last
three years he has been doing noth
ence Copeland, guard; Mrs. Ellis Thomaston. Bridge was played in Jan. 19 at the home of Rev John Hol ing save write—“without making a
man.
The
double
ring
service
was
Young, protector.
’ the afternoon first honors awarded
nickel.” But he's on his way now.
performed. The bride who was atThe program included selections by Mrs Norwood.
• • •
the Hawaiian players, Sevon brothers
Rosa SDear who has been thended by her mother and Mrs. John
Leaving prize winners and turn
and Tabbutt; Mrs. Robinson of W arm j or several weeks is now able Holman, was attractively gowned in ing to—a Fifth avenue hat shop.
Copenhagen blue silk crepe.
ren, pianist; vocal duet. Misses K ath- to be out
Hat shops are common on the av
erine and Laura Beattie; Miss Alice
Mr and Mrs K p wight wh0 have j Mrs Simmons is the daughter of enue. But this one is different. In
It, It Is possible for a man to get
Tuttle, pianist.
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. A. Paul Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Davis and the
a new hat for a dollar—the price
bridegroom
is
the
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Graham in Arlington Heights. Mass..
Including a Fifth avenue label. It
Darius Rackliff
Calvin
Simmons
The
young
couple
1and Mr. and Mrs. Fessenden Wight
Isn’t a cleaning establishment. The
died
have
a
large
circle
of
friends
who
Darius Rackliff, who uwu
(n vam
Cambri{jge
have----------------------returned home. ,
old hat Is turned wrong-side out, a
.
. —
- i in
orm ge. i----.
_ , .
.
Brighton, Mass., Jan. 29, and whose , U e
* confined t0 his home • extend best wishes for their happl- new lining and a new sweat hand
Etes.
present
they
are Jivin g
remains were brought to this town for wUh tonsnitis
rS
es.
At p
r e se n t th
e y are
Inserted and the patron can again
hold up his head without spots
1
with
Mr.
Simmons'
parents.
funeral services, was native of RockVernon Packard, called here by the
showing.
land and had lived in Waldoboro and , death of hls fa t her, returned Thurs• • •
S W A N 'S ISLAND
Thomaston. He went to Brighton day
Orono to resume his studies,
Several times reference has been
about three years ago. His wife was
Mrs v ijja Glover went Wednesday
Miss Jeannette H art entertained a I made In this space to those Times
a daughter of the late Henry H art of j Rebron after spending a week at
few friends at her home Wednesday Square subway change makers who
St. George.
Iber home caring for her father in his evening, in celebration of her b irth  so throw coins th at one hangs back
and Is overlooked by the hurrying
While a resident of this place, Mr. [
jilness
day. Games were playedi and music sardine. They used to he content
Rackliff was employed several years j jMrs.
j rs. Abce
Cook
closed
her
home
Alice
also was a feature of the occasion with a nickel. Late reports have It
by
L. Catland -in--the livery. busi m
— W.
------------------------u r su a y an
u will spend the re.
n'avinr the
Thursday
and
that now when a dollar bill Is
ness. He had the confidence o t e mainder of the Wjnter with Mrs. Flora ’ ’ . ‘
with** v o ’in- Robert changed, the retained coin Is a
public as a trusty coachman and was ,
I banjo; Elmer W ithe-, v.o.in, Robert
Peabody.
Holmes, piano;
Alton JelUson, quarter.
a worthy and upright man. For a
©. Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service.
A special meeting of the Mission j
guitar;
and
other
selections
by Lunumber of years he was warden of the jcir’cle
Guests
town farm.
o'clock at the home of Mrs. R eta el‘Q Holmes an^
P lane A id e Builder*
He is survived by his wife, ha f Coburn f£)r
w rk
present were Robert Joyce Myron J Honolulu.—Progressive builders in
brothers and cousins. Rev.H. S. KilM thg Congregational Church j
E-llott Smllh' Malcolm j Hawaii recently nsed an airplane
to carry a truckload of building ma
born of the Baptist Church officiated j Sun(jay morning the pastor will speak i Holmes, Ronald Chandler. Charles I
J Joycb, Lew (Joyce, Bernicfe Sm ith, . terials to the top of a mountain.
at the funeral services which were ] on „A Joyful Melody„ Rev H j
They saved weeks of time.
held at th e A. D. Davis & Son chapel. Holt’s topic for the union service at Hulda Smith, Theo Jainter, Ruth
Sherliff,
Mrs.
Charter
Joyce.
Mrs.
L.
The bearers were Bertram H. Cope the Baptist Church Sunday evening
Conary. Mrs. Carlton Joyce, Mr. and
land, Horace Vose, Aaron Clark and will be "Ladders, Long and Short.”
Three-Horned Steer
Oliver Johnson. The remains were
A happy occasion for Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Herbert Hart. Refreshments
E xhibited in Zoo
placed in the vault and will be taken Newell Eugley took place Feb. 1 were served, including a birthday
Hershey, Pa.—A three-horned
to Martinsville for burial in the i when they observed their 23d wedding cake and ices.
steer is one of the exhibits at
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Conary are
spring.
anniversary at their home. A su r
the Hershey Zoological ganlcn.
spending
a
few
days
in
Portland.
prise gift to Mrs. Eugley from her
The animal was presented to the
A conjurer invited a little boy on to husband was a prettily decorated a n 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bridges’ ■will
garden by W alter M. Dunlap,
the stage to assist him with his next niversary cake made and frosted by be in Boston for the month of Feb
of the Union Stock Yards, of
Lancaster, Pa. Ward Walker, di
performance.
Mrs. Laura Achorn which bore against ruary.
rector of the zoo, said he “would
"Now, my boy," he said kindly, a background of white decorations of
break the unwritten law of
“your m other cannot get eggs with pink rose buds, green leaves, the fig
zoological gardens against ex
PAPER FOLLOW S YO U
out hens, can she?"
ures 1912-1335, and the names Sadie
hibiting freakish animals" and
“But she can," said the boy with and Newell in pink.
If you are a subscriber to
keep the yearling steer.
The Courier-Gazette and are
out hesitation.
Warren High School has 20 stu 
leaving home for any time, long
The conjurer looked startled.
dents, boys and girls, entering events
or snort, let us mall the paper to
"How’s that?" he asked.
at the annual carnival at Rockland
you during your absence. The
regular copy of the paper will
Gratitude:
In Gaena, Spain,
"Mum keeps ducks, sir.”—Pearson’s. I Community skating rink today.
go to the home as usual. Just
Manuel Paulidb saw a cow goring a
telephone the address to the
g ill----- Would you object to a
For ycur Valentine Party a 1-pint
farmer’s daughter. To save her life
office, or mall a card. The paper
husband who smoked In the house?
j he shot and wounded the cow. The
delicious Ice Cream Cake, cherry ice
will follow wherever you go, and
B ettina—Yes. But I intend to keep cream, appropriately decorated. Free
will stop on notice when you a r
farmer sued M anuel for 200 pesetas
rive home. There will be no
quiet about it until I get one.—P ath  deliveries. Comer Drug Inc. Tel.
damages. “I t was none of his buslcharge.
1ness," he said.
370.—adv.
15-18
fin d er.
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NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Advertisements In this column not to
STATE OF MAINE
Whereas. Mattle A. Dlmlck, of Ports exceed three lines Inserted ones for 23
To all persons Interested in either of land.
In the County of Cumberland
a n i cents, three tlmi for 50 cents. Addl__ «■»_____ > t t n n a l l i n o e f l v o
the estates hereinafter named:
State of Maine, v...
by her Mortgage
Deed tlonal llnes flve centa each ,or one tlme'
At
a
Probate
Court
held
at
Rockland,
cents
words
the twenty-eighthday
dayof ofSeSeptem-j 10 —
......................................
“ for three
— “times.
----- Six ----Canaan Cuneiform W ritin g In and for the County of Knox, on the dated
her. 1928. and recorded in Knox Countw mike a line.
15th
day
of
January
In
the
year
of
our
Registry of Deeds. Book 218. Page «6.
Important Discovery.
Lord one thousand nine hundred and conveyed
to the North National Bank, a
thirty-five and by adjournment from day National banking
corporation having Its
to
day
from
the
,15th
day
of
said
Janu
location
at
Rockland. In the County of
New Haven, Conn.—Discovery of ary the following matters having been
Knox
and
State
of
a certain lot
a
hitherto unknown prebibllcal presented for the action thereupon or parcel of land, Maine,
together with the
hereinafter Indicated It Is hereby Or buildings thereon, and the contents of
Semitic language, revealing the dered
:
said buildings, situated in the Town
source of the ancient and modern
That notice thereof be given to all of Owl's Head. In said Knox County, at
PAST AUXILIARY President's gold pin
alphabets and offering a new key to persons Interested, by causing a copy of Crescent Beach, so called, and bound lost Return to THE UOlURIERi-GAed
and
described
as
follows,
to
wit:
OETTE or telephone 63-W. Reward
controversial passages in the Bible, this order to be published three weeks
Beginning at the southwest corner of ________________________________ 15-17
In The Courier-Gazette, a
was announced by Dr. Julian J. successively
newspaper published at Rockland In said lot numbered elghty-four on the easter
BLACK pocketbook with steel top lost
Obermann, visiting professor of Se County that shey may appear at a Pro ly side of Main 8treet on plan of prop between
Rosei---eway ~Beauty Shop and"
bate Court to be held at said Rockland, erty at Crescent Beach owned by Mary
mitic languages at Yale.
13-15
on the 19th day of February A D 1935. R 8mlth made by O. H Tripp, C. E.. In Maple St Reward. CALL 1069
1891.
and
on
the
northerly
side
of
street
Cuneiform tablets, found at Ras at nine o'clock In the forenoon, and be
marked Knowlton Avenue on said plan;
heard
thereon
If
they
see
cause
Shamra, near Antioch, In northern
thence north elghty-four degrees E. on
EDA M CHAPMAN, late of Brookline, said Avenue eighty feet; thence north
Syria, disclosed the language of
deceased.
Exempllhcd erly seventy feet to stake and stones at
Canaan, and, according to Doctor Massachusetts,
copy of Will and Probate thereof, to the southeast corner of land lot num
Obermann, “are written In a new gether w:th a Petition for Probate of bered 91 on said plan; thence westerly,
Foreign Will, asking that the copy of parallel with said Avenue eighty feet to
alphabet that proves to l>e the said
will may be allowed filed and re stake and stones; thence southerly sev
POSITION wanted by capable youi'g
oldest known."
corded In the Probate Court of Knox enty feet to the place of beginning. woman to do general housework. INpePresented by Levi 8eavey of Being lots numbered 83 and 84. easterly rtence with children. Tel. CAMDEN ’,85
He termed the find “an epoch- County.
Ihomaston. Admr cf the estate of Har of Main Street on said plan.
15*17
making discovery in the field of riet O. Levensaler. late of Thomaston, I Subject, however, to whatever rights .___________
deceased.
were granted In deed of Samuel A.
TWO wood choppers wanted, $1.50 per
Semitic antiquities and the most
15*11
Burpee. Executor, to N. A. I t S. H. Burpee cord. Tel THOMASTON 84-2.
HONORA MASON WINSTON, late of Furniture
Important find since the Babylon
Company, dated June 29.
Hew Jersey, deceased Exem 1920; and recorded
ORADUATE nurse, with district duty
In
Knox
Registry
of
ian cuneiforms have come to light.” Mendham.
plified copy of Will and Probate thereof,
Book 186. Page 483. to take water experience would like work by the day.
The tablets, he said, were In together with a Petition for Probate of Deeds.
from the well on the above described hour, or short calls. Fees very reasona
Foreign
Will,
asking
that
the
copy
of
13*15
scribed during or before the Fif said Will may be allowed filed and re lot.
, ble. TEL. 921-JK.
Together with a right of way and
teenth century, B, C.» and offer a corded in the Probate Court of Knox privileges
of Ingress and egress to and
and that Letters Testamentary
previously unknown link between County,
be Issued to John L. Winston of Mend from said premises, by. through, and In
techniques of cuneiform and the ham. N. J . and Fidelity Union Trust and upon any private or open wayk of
Mary R. Smith, formerly, whether naW
principles of alphabetic script. The Company of Newark, New Jersey, with built or opened
Also together with the contents of
Ras Shamra tablets, he said, al out bond.
HELEN F. FISH, late of Tenant's Har the cottage upon the above described
though written In cuneiform charac bor
DRY hard fitted wood for sale Junks
deceased. Will and Petition for Pro lots.
Provided, however, that the mort and cord wood, under cover M LOFters, employ only 30 signs, using bate thereof, asking that the same may
MAN. Tel. 257-3._________________ 13*15
gagee
and
Its
successors
or
assigns
shall
be
proved
and
allowed
and
that
Letters
them as alphabetic letetrs, whereas Testamentary Issue to Jerome C Bur observe the restriction relating to the
HARD coal $15 ton, Pocahontas soft
other systems known consisted of rows of Rockland, he being the Executor operation of hotels, etc . as set forth
In previous conveyance of this property. coal *9 ton Coke 812 ton. Fifteen tons
hundreds of signs representing syl named In said Will, without bond.
July
cut hay. »15 ton In barn. J. B.
Being the same premises conveyed to
ALFRED R AVERY, late of Rockland, said Mattle A. Dlmlck by Frank E. PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston 84-2.
lables of Ideograms.
Will and Petition for Pro Munsey. Warranty Deed recorded Knox
7*13-tf
The new Semitic dialects of Ras deceased.
bate thereof, asking that the same may Registry of Deeds. Book 219, Page 128.
WHEN you are planning to sell your
Shamra promise to throw light on be proved and allowed and that Letters
And whereas, said Mortgage was ap-, chickens
and fowl, call PETER ED
Issue to Fstella E C. Sell- signed
— . by
— the said North National Bank
the evolution of the letters com Testamentary
l-tf
gar of Rockland, she being the Executrix to the Rockland National Bank, a Na WARDS Tel. 806-J. Rockland.
mon to ancient and modern alpha named In said will, without bond.
tional banking corporation located at
A LARGE horse for sale. *35 MARION
bets, revealing how the various let
HATTIE M HILLS, late of Warren, de said Rockland, by written assignment DRINKWATER. Lincolnville. Tel. CamJuly 18. 1931. and recorded In Knox deh 8714!
15*17
ters came to have their Individual ceased Will and Petition for Probate dated
asking that the same may be County Registry of Deeds. Book 173.
shape, and how they came to be ar thereof,
SNOW
SHOES,
medium
size,
for
sale,
Page
450.
and
whereas,
the
condition
of
proved and allowed and that Letters
Testamentary Issue to Virgil E Hills of said Mortgage has been broken, now at bargain. Used only once or twice. In
ranged In their traditional order.
perfect
condition.
Apply
after
5
p.
m.
therefore,
by
reason
of
the
breach
of
he being the Executor named In
As a result of the discovery, he Warren,
13*15
the condition thereof, I. Edward C. Pay- Phone 177-J 38 PLEASANT ST
said Will, without bond
son
.In
my
capacity
as
Receiver
of
the
said, Biblical literature and antiqui
SAWED dry hard wood. *125 ft.; soft
ADA BELLE COMSTOCK late of said Rockland National Bank, and here
ties will be better understood.
Thomaston, deceased Will and Petition to duly authorized, hereby claim a fore wood. *1 ft. Tel. 56-W. ALFRED DAVI8.
8
Lovejoy
St.
15*17
Neither the language nor script for Probate thereof, asking that the same closure of said Mortgage.
be proved and allowed and that
Dated at Rockland, Maine, this 30th . GOOD driving horse, harness and
was understood when the tablets may
Letters Testamentary Issue to Nanina day of January. 1935
S
uSton*” ’
OEORGE C,A «:
first were found by an archeologi Evelyn Comstock, of Thomaston, she
EDWARD C. PAYSON
unlon____________________ >3*15
being the Executrix named' In said Will, Receiver of the Rockland National Bank '
cal expedition of the French Acad without
15-17 . TWO flat top desks; one small safe,
bond.
emy of Inscriptions and Belles-Let
two roll top desks, one restaurant coffee
MYRA E BLUNT, late of Thomaston,
( 2 gallon cap ), two gas ranges, one
tres, he said. The decipherment deceased Will and Petition for Probate -------------------------------------------------------- | urn
piano. 3-plece bed room suite, plate mlrwas by French and German schol thereof, asking that the same may be
, ror 28x60. beveled edge All high quality
Notices
o
f
Appointment
proved and allowed and that Letters
4 second hand furniture. STUDLEY FUR
ars, “opening a door to the under Testamentary
Issue to Ida A Blunt of
NITURE CO. Tel 1154. Main St.. Rockstanding of Semitic lore and civ Thomaston, she being the Executrix
I. Charles L. Veaale. Register of Pro-1land. N. B. (Our "Must Have Cash' furbate for the County of Knox, In theinlture sale Is still In progress.
13-15
ilization which scholars only a few named in said Will, without bond.
CORA E KITTREDGE, late of Rock- State of Maine, hereby certify that in " 'nsHERMEN-An Ideal house. Sprue.
years ago did not know existed."
persons
were
u
oan
__
.
-r
land, deceased
Will and Petition for th«-following.estates the
H .* l ™ d Mx" roims. plenty' o7fire*
Admlnlstrators. Executors, W00(j orchard Price right TEL 793-W 1
Probate thereof, asking that the same appointed Administrators,
may be proved and allowed and that Guardian and Conservators and on the Rockiand. after 4 p m
ia6-tf
Eastman Clinic W ill Be
Eeuers Testamentary Issue to Scott F dates hereinafter named
1■
”1'
Kittredge of Freeport. L I.. N Y he WALTER M TOLMAN, of Vlnalhaven, | . BABRED
hatching eggs and
? Executor
-------- In said ......
----- -------18.
------------- ---E. ---Opened in Paris in 1936 being the
named
Will, —
December
1934.---Mary
Tolman m- i day old chicks for sale. STANDARD
Vlnalhaven, was appointed Gdn.. anti I
FARM. Box 207. Friendship
Paris.—The new million dollar without bond
qualified by filing bond January 1. 1935 1 _____________________________ 15-26
ELLA D TOLMAN. late of Thomaston,
Eastman dental clinic will open here deceased.
HENRY
E
MCDONALD.
Tate
of
Thom'
GIRLS
bicycle
for sale, in good conWill and Petition for Pro
in September, 1936.
bate thereof, asking that the same may ! aston. deceased. January 15. 1935. Charles : 2 i lon- almost new. Call 120 LIMEROCK
McDonald of Thomaston, was bd- ■
City.
147*tf
The deal for Its construction with be proved and allowed and that Letters ! C.
Testamentary Issue to Malcolm Watts of pointed Exr. and qualified by filing bond \ 8IX ROOM house at Pleasant OardenT
the fund left by George Eastman Thomaston, he being the Executor on same date.
electric lights, garage, three lots of land.
FOREST M CALDERWOOD. late of Rent plan *900; 810 per month. V. P.
has been closed by Dr. Harvey J. named In said Will, without bond.
m u n w s VIW V la t e o f C u s h ln e de- North Ha'en. deceased. January 15. 1935. | STUDLEY, 283 Main St. Tel. 1154.
Burkhart, director of the Roches
ED^ IN,.n„VOSf ' i
Lourenta Calderwood of North Haven,!
l-tf
Will and Petition for Probate , was app0|nted
and qUanned by fll- l r e y s w grat e r rs'
ter dental dispensary, after a con ceased.
thereof, asking that the same mat be ine bond on same date
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
ference with municipal authorities proved and allowed and that Letters
°°“ao° nD
, . . „
I ord*r'
10 flt
lot**
issue to Henry B Shaw
LUKE R. BREWSTE31. late of Rockland original keys are lost. House, Office or
and the architects, E. Crevel and Testamentary
of Thomartort. he being the Executor I deceased, January 15, 1935. Oeorge A Car. Code books provide keys for all
John W. Chandler.
named in said Will, without bond.
| Brewster of Rockland, was appointed. locks without bother. Scissors and
Exr, and qualified by filing bond on Knives sharpened. Prompt service ReaAlthough scheduled to be built
E3TATE ELIZABETH GILLIS, late of same date.
aonable prices CRIE HARDWARE OO.,
in the French style, the Inside of St. George, deceased Petition for Ad
rRED O. BARTLETT, late of Rockland, I Main St., Rockland. Tel 791.
l-tf
ministration.
asking
that
J
William
Oll—
the new structure will follow the lls of St Oeorge. or some other suitable deceased. January 15. 1935. Russell E
---------------- * ----------------- --plan of the Eastman clinics at person be appointed Admr.. without S S S S ■ s o S S * " " 0
Rochester, Rome, and London, and bond
JOSEPH W. STROUT. late of Thom- 4
ESTATE LULA E DECROW, otherwise aston deceased. December 18. 1934. ’
will have equipment for 50 dentists. known
as Lulu E Decrow, late of Rock Joseph W. 8trout. J r . of Lynn, Maks. I ♦
“The plan,” explained Doctor land, deceased Petition for Administra was appointed Admr. and qualified by
of filing bond January 15. 1935 Alfred M
Burkhart, “was to secure the prom tion
----- asking that
----- Alton W Decrow----.
.
Rockland, or some other suitable per- strout of Thomaston, appointed Agent i „ SI?
t.en^m,e,nt' electrlc ' ‘ahts.
ise of foreign municipalities to sup son
be appointed Admr., with bond.
I |n j^a|ne
1 Lush closet, at 7 Union St. Inquire
ply sites and guarantee upkeep
ESTATE WILLIEjF SIMMONS, late of | maRy e c h ESTER, late of Owls Head. '
MILLER' R»nkln St. Phone
while Eastman promised to furnish Union, deceased Petition for Adminis deceased. November 20, 1934. Colby H 1——-------------------------------- ------------- »***
tration asking that Maxine L. Heath Chester
of
Elkins
Park.
P
a.
was
TWO
tenements—five
room
______
—
___
—
ap---------—
__
-— modern
a million dollars for the erection of rf Union, or some other suitable person pointed Admr . and qualified by filing bouse, newly renovated,
corner Grove
each building. The personnel of be appointed Admx , without bond.
bond January 15. 1935 Edward C. P a y -)anil Union Sts ; flve room modern house,
ESTATE AGNES S. WESTWOOD, late | son of Rockland, appointed Agent In 1 Grace St. E. C. DAVIS. 294 Broadway.
the clinics Is chosen by the munici
>,I ______________________ __________14-16
of St George, deceased
Petition for Maine.
pal councils, subject to the approval Administration, asking that Beatrice W
EDWIN G. LUDWIG, late of Rockland. [ ' IDEAL location for dressmaker Buslof the Rochester board of direc Henderson of St. George, or some other decease. January 15. 1935. Ethel L Lud- ness or professional office with two large
suitable person be appointed Admx., wig of Rockland, was appointed Admx , rooms fronting on Main St Rear rooms
tors."
without bond
without bond.
I for housekeeping with bath. All rooms
Doctor Burkhart has just come
ESTATE LOUISE H. CABLES, late of
HELENA E GIFFORD, late of Boston. h*8h -P°»t«l. light pleasant and In good
from Stockholm, where he has been Rockland deceased Petition for Ad Mass , deceased. January 15. 1935, Laura I
rnne ' lew of harbor Separate I
asking that Albert Cables A Ranlett of Rockville, was appointed ;
.othce8 and living
Inspecting the Eastman clinic there. ministration.
of Rockland or some other suitable per Admx . and qualified by filing bond on ?™&2 ers
EUGENE ,R. SPEAR. Tet
He will go to Brussels to discuss son be appointed Admr., without bond same date.
| 137-R.__________ ________________13*15 ]
ESTATE ALMEDA RACKL1FFE. late of
plans for the opening of the Brus
CARRIE AREY, late of Vlnalhaven,
NICELY furnished room to let. In
Washington, deceased. Petition for Dis deceased. JanuaiT 15. 1935. Winnie Clay- private family. Price reasonable MRS.
sels clinic this month and will re tribution
presented by William A. Jack- ter of Vlnalhaven was/appointed „„„
E.
D. MacWILLIAMS. 26 Chestnut 8t.
Admx.
turn,here before leaving for Amer son of Waldoboro Admr d.b n
j and quanfied by filing bond on sa
tame ________________________________ 14*16
ESTATE HOBART CHARLES PORTER. [ date,
ica.
TWO-ROOM heated furnished apart
late of New York City. N Y., deceased,] HARRY BENOVITCH. late of Rock- ment; bath. *6 a week. FOSS HOUSE.
Petition -,..1—
for License to sell
certain
real
,
ian(j
deceased.
January
15.
1935,
Rose
77
Park St. Tel. 330.
8-tf
.,„ and i
wa,
estate, sluiited In Isle ...
au U
Haut,
on ' P O U R ROOM « ”«nent upstairs, elecQuarantine Port Founded
fullv described In said petition
Pre- Admx . and qualified by filing
same d a t e
' W “
I *rlc »ghts. flush closet, at 582 Main St.
ented by Helen Porter Griggs. Admx.
same date
, Inquire BENJAMIN MILLER, Rankin St.
by Penn 235 Years Ago
E3TATE HARLEY M DRAKE, late of , CHARLES A SHOREY. late of Owl's.: Phone 692-M
Philadelphia. — An organization Owl's Head, deceased Petition for Li Head, deceased. January 15 1935. Ernest ,
.------------------------cense to sell certain real estate, situated [
Butler of Skowhegan and Gilford B,
A , shed tanem«nt to let.
established In 1700 by Willinin m OW "• Head and fully described In |I C
Butler, of South Thomaston, were ap?nt roJdtUon, pleasant, easily
Penn for the protection of Phila said petition. Presented by Ollford B pointed Admrs d.b n and qualified by I. £.eat5 d_
, ,?la1r,?J?22d __ vanished
________________________
filing bond 6n same date.
I *»chen. Apply
11 JAMES ST.
l-tf
delphians from diseases brought to Butler of South Thomaston. Admr
ESTATE JAMES S LIOHT, late of
FRANK EDWARD JOHNSON, late of
NORTHERN side of The CROCKETT
this port by foreign ships Is near Camden, deceased. Petition for Llcen e Norwich. Conn., deceased. January 15. i BABY SHOP to let.
l-tf
Hartford-Connecticut Trusty 8IX ROOM
' " house on Oak 8t„ all mod
ing Its two hundred and thirty-fifth to Mortgage certain reaj e^tate^ situated i 1935
In Camden, and fully described In said Company
~w»«ipany
u*
of
Hartford,
Conn.,
was
apto let. Apply ALBERT 8. PETEBbirthday.
oetltlon. Presented by Everett E Light, pointed Executor, wlihout bond Alirr ern.
8ON. Fuller-'-Cobb-Davla.
l-tf
The Port of Quarantine, as It is Exr
L. Bird of Rockland appointed Agent In
ESTATE FLORA M WISE, late of Maine.
named, Is situated near Esslngton,
Rockland, deceased. First and Final Ac
ELMER A. MESSER, late of Rockland,
on the Delaware river. It has count
presented for allowance by Fred deceased, January 15. 1935. Eda M. Post
passed through the control of Eng C. Black of Rockland. Admr
of Rockland, was appointed Exx . with
ESTATE CLARENCE E. ULMER late of out bond.
lish authority, the state of Pennsyl
deceased First Aeeonnt pre
Attest:
vania, city of Philadelphia and Rockland,
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
sented for allowance by Myrtle Perry
15-S-2L WATCHMAKER. ALL KINDS watches,
Crockett
of
Rockland.
Admx.
finally to the United States public
clocks repaired. Call and delivered. S.
E3TATE
CHARLES
F.
GOULD,
late
of
health office. It Is the oldest per
A MACOMBER 23 Amesbury St.
1*2«
deceased. First and Final Ac
manent quarantine station In the Camden,
count presented for allowance by Fred
WILL THE LADY who found and re
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
country.
T Gould. Admr.
turned the pocketbook to Senter Crane's
STATE OF MAINE
office Thursday afternoon, please get In
ESTATE ALMEDA RACKLIFFE. late of County of Knox,
touch
with them.
15-it
Washington, deceased. First Account
Whereas Irving O. Barbour of RoCkpresented for allowance by William A.
Demijohn 2 0 0 Year* Old
WE PAY up to *2 for Lincoln Pennies
lC
kson
ox
waiaooor^
a
a„
;;
,
>-{«•
over nine years old; Indian Heads. *25.
Colon City, Tenn.—A small bot Jackson of Waldoboro, Admr d.b n
ESTATE MABEL F BAl.DRIGE of! puny, a Maine Banking Corporation hav- Send dime for buying catalogue. COINS,
tle, or demijohn, which is more Rackport First and Final Account pre- Ing Its principal
.
. office
_
Hollywood.
Calif.
12*17
at Rockland. Me.,
than 200 j^ars old and which has sented for allowance by Clifford Smith a certain sloop scow or ivessel called the
NOTICE—This
Is
to
notify
all
per
John P Barbour df the butden of thirty sons that my son. Perley Hatch. Is taking
been In her family for five genera of Rockport. Odn.
lent of the mm
ESTATE ALBERT E MANK late of tons, to secure payment
sum of his time with my consent, effective this
tions, is the proud possession of Rockland, deceased First and Final Ac One Thousand Dollars ($1000 ). said date. Jtm 31. 1935. FRANK J. HATCH,
being recofded In the office o f Appleton,
....................
..
fippli
Maine
Mrs. N. E. Jenkins, of Union City. count presented for allowance by Her mortgage
14*17
the U. 6. Collector of Customs. District
bert E Mank of Waldoboro. Exr.
sad :
RADIO
SERVICE—EXP : Kolster RadH
Of
Maine
and
New
Hampshire,
Port
oX
ESTATE WILLIAM B. FISH, late of Rockland In'Liber B oT Mortgages Folio Corp. Factory. Radlomarlne Corp of
Hope, deceased First and Final Account 37. and whereas said mortgage and the
presented for allowance by James L. debt secured thereby was sold and as Rockland. Tel. 326.
13*15
Fish Found A live
Doman. Admr. c.t.a.
signed by said mortagee on the 5th day
SKATES SHARPENED CRIE HARDESTATE ELIZABETH S ACHORN. late of August. A. D. lr
to
Knox
County
I
WARE
CO.,
408
Main
St..
Rockland.
in S h ell o f Oyster
. Coipo
—
_______
J_tf
of Camden, deceased. Petition for Con Trust Company, a Maine Banking
firmation of trustee asking that Paul D. ration having Its principal office at
Snow Hill, Md.—Dorsey CarMBS RUTH MATHIAS. Astrologlst,
Sargent and Sarah M. Sargent be con Rockland. Me . said assignment being
mean, of this city, found a fish
firmed as TriMteea of the Estate elven recorded In the office of the U. S Col complete Astrological reading. Send
In trust under the will of the late Eliza lector of Customs. District of Maine afid birth date. flVe questions and ft. BOX
In an oyster when opening
11*16
beth S Achorn Presented by Paul D. New Hampshire. Port of Rockland, lq 108, Bangor. Me.
oysters. The fish, while slug
Sargent and Sarah M. Sargent.
Book B of Mortgages. Page 37. with the
ALAD
ODIN lamp PARTS a t all tim e
original
mortgage:
and
Whereas
the
Con
gish, was still alive, tightly
ROBERT L THORN-' KE. late of Hope,
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate ditions of said mortgage have been
l-tf
closed In the shell.
thereof, asking that the same may be broken:
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at RockIt Is supposed that the fish en
Now Therefore notice Is hereby given land
proved and allowed end that Letters
nd Hair Store, 24 Elm fat. Mall
order*
Testamentary Issue to Theodore B La- of the lnteritlon of said Knox County
tered the shell while the oyster
Fdllev of Rockport, he —Ing the Executor Trust Company to foreclose said mort solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J l- t f
had its mouth open to feed and
gage for breach of Its Conditions.
named In said Will, without bond.
December 24. 1934.
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
was Imprisoned when the shell
EMILY EVANS LUND-N, late of Rock
copies of The Cburler-Oazette. with tho
KNOX COUN+Y TRUST COMPANY
port.
deceased.
First
and
Fin-I
Account
closed. The clean and unspoiled
home
at Central News Co.. 66 Con(Seal) (rtew news
presented fo* allowance by Harvey E.
at’..
condition of the she!', was suffi
By EARLE McINTOSH
Lunden of Rockport, Admr
Treasurer.
cient evidence that the fish ate
witness. MELZER T CRAWFORD. Es
STATE OF MAINE
quire. Jkidge of Probate Court for Knox County of Knox,
the oyster. The fish was a hullss.
December
24, 1934.
ebunty. Rockland. Maine.
Personally appeared Earle McIntosh.
fish, 3% Inches long. It bad be
Attest:
Treasurer
as
aforesaid,
and
acknowledged
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
come oyster-colored.
the foregoing Instrument to be his free
act and deed and the free act and deed
of said Knox County Trust Company, and
And other rectal diseases
V1NALHAVEN i t ROCKLAND 8TR. CO made oath that he Is thereto duix
authorized.
Service to Vlnalhaven, North Haven.
Before
me,
a
Treated Without Pain
IT IS C H IL L Y , IS N ’T IT?
Stonington, Isle an Haut, Swan'*
(Seal)
ENSIGN OTI8
Island and Fvenehboro
Notary Public.
or Loss of Time
Pecfc—iMy views on bringing up
Effective Sept. 15, 1931
15-S-21
(Subject to Change Without Notice)
the family are— 7
M.
A M
Mrs. Peck—Never mind’ your views. P
1 30 Lv. Rockland
Ar. 9 30
WHEN IN BOSTON—You c»n buy
8 15 copies of The Courier-Oszettj, with the
I'll bring up th e family. You go and 2 45 Lv Vlnalhaven
TEL. 1076
3 30 Lv. North Haven
7 25 home news, at the Old South News
bring up the coal.—Des Moines Reg 4 40 Lv. Stonington
6.25 Agency. Washington St., next Old $8 U N IO N ST.
6.00
Ar.
Swan'*
bland
Lv.
5.30
South Church! *1*0 at Andeimuj's, 284
ister.
U l-U T rcnoat 8 t.
ure ■ t-t- ^,« _—— —. — ,

; LOST A N D F O U N D ;

W ANTED

$$.*• ■**■**•••••• •* ••• •••
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;
FO R SALE
L
*

TO LET
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.very-Other-DaJ
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CAM DEN
SERIOUS SALLIES

Mrs. Leo Strong entertained
friends at her home on Pearl street
Thursday a t 4 o’clock tea.
At the President's ball held in the
SA LLY L O W E
Opera House Wednesday evening
The “Rose and Ring” was success
$25 was netted. I t was a cold night
In addition to personal notea regard
Poetry, like music, enriches the and no doubt many were kept away
Mr. and Mrs. J. A Burpee had as fully staged by the Megunticook
ing departures and arrivals, thia depart
ment especially desires Information of guests for dinner and cards Friday Players Thursday evening at Camden soul. Music in the darkness grips the on that account. The hall was deco
toolal happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be night Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Stoddard. Grange hall with a talented touch heart; poetry read in silence, spoken rated with yacht flags and the stage
gladly received.
throughout the entire evening. The in the silence of four walls leaves a was arranged with Old Glory and a
TSLBPHONB----------------------77J or 7M
Junior Harmony Club met Wed comedy gave many a brisk chase to melody, as music—lingers on, to quell large picture of the President occu
nesday evening at the home of Mrs keep up with its rollicking humor espe the discord of the jargon of day.
pying a prominent place, Music was
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Levensaler en E. F. Berry and had a review of musi
• • • •
furnished by “Toddy" Bridges and
tertained two tables of bridge at their cal terms as the music appreciation cially put forth by the clever Horace
Night’s travelers! The snow plow, Hi; Nine Rascals. At 11.30 the radio
home, honors going to Mrs. Elmer lesson. The program was postponed i Robbins who played the role of King
plodding up the hill, surging its way was turned on for the President’s
Teel, Edward Baxter and Arthur to the meeting of Feb. 13. There Valoroso.
The sound effects were well produced through the powder flakes. I t stops. address.
Bowley.
were 10 members and one guest pres by an electrical control machine The load is heavy. Back a bit it
Mrs. Lillian Rossiter will entertain
ent, with Mrs. Leola Noyes, counselor, backstage. The splendor of the music slides, then doubly strong the gears
Miss Matilda Leo was hostess to
the Twilight Twelve Wednesday evein charge.
was brought about by a record of start up again. I t clears the w a y JS C . Club a t her home Tuesday eve
Annual inspection of Freemanregardless! Some people are like
trumpets and court music.
ning.
| Herrick Camp, U.S.W.V., is dated for
Mrs. Bernice Jackson and Myron
Much of the acting was done strict th at—making the passing easier . . . , Monday at 7 o’clock with tapper at 6.
Young won honors in cards at the
ly coffforming’ to lines which were Are you the plow, or the passerby?
Mrs. John Thompson entertained
1 Regular meeting of the Auxiliary
party Wednesday evening under the
• • • •
at bridge Tuesday afternoon in honor
very witty and spontanenous. The
I to Canton Molineaux, will be held
auspices of Fales Circle, Ladies of the
New
ideas
like
coals
of
red
hot
of Mrs. Streeter Webster’s birthday,
breakfast scene was proof of this.
OAR.
Monday a t 7.30 o’clock.
Other guests were Mrs. Fred Knight,
A great amount of workmanship was flame in the furnace of the brain
Rev. W. F. Brown, pastor of the
need
only
the
hand
of
understanding.
Mrs. Harry Webster .Mrs. Jake
Mrs. Streeter Webster on return put into the purple and gold throne
Eapti't
Church, is in Bangor attendBriggs, Mrs. Ernest Coltart, Misses ing home from night school Tuesday chairs in the court scene. The five The damper of greed, oftentimes
!
ing
the
annual convocation lectures
Anna and Dorothy Gordon. Mrs. found her home taken over by 22 yellow arched bedroom doors showed opens too wide; the flames burst,
blow, kindle, die. The cold hand of of the Bangor Theological Seminary.
Webster was "showered" with aluml“ guests gathered to celebrate her birth another unusual background.
The Philathea Claes met at the
num ware.
The costumes and their intricate greed plays an all too important part
day. The guests came laden with
Baptist Church parlors Friday eve
in
our
lives,
for
the
flame
much
be
delectables which featured a stunning details were well carried out in color
ning with Mrs. R ita McKay and Mrs.
Mrs. Harry W. French, Mrs. Orrin
birthday cake made by Mrs. Ernest and design by Mrs. Edna Start, who tended with patience care, and tongs Grace Upton as hostesses.
F. Srtiith, Mrs I J Shuman and Mrs.
of
balance!
Coltart. A breakfast set was present also played the parts of Queen Valo
• • • •
The next meeting of the FriendsBenjamin Philbrook won honors in
roso and the Fairy Blackstick. The
ed to Mrs. Webster.
In-Oouncil
will be an open one Feb
Saw
a
black
cat.
Hungry.
Fed
it.
cards when Mrs. Shuman entertained
Princess Angelica was beautifully
the E.F.A. Club Wednesday afternoon.
Miss Carrie Fields is in Portland played by Miss Florence Carleton, and Next day the birds lost their meal of 5 with supper a t the Methodist ves
called by the death of her aunt, Mrs. her expressions throughout the play crumbs, and the squirrels flurried try at 6.30 followed by a social eve
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper entertained
their tails in the trees, as all looked ning at the home cf Mr. and Mrs.
Addle Fields.
well done.
Outing Club at luncheon Wednesday
The crispness of the scenes often down at the black cat crunching their Finiay Calder, Trim street.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Cleve
Knights of Pythias will hold its
Browne Club and guests, numbering left the audience spellbound. It was noonday meal. Oh yes, we're all
land Sleeper Jr. Mrs. Alberta Rose 18, had covered dish supper Thursday
a well done performance and greatly parasitical—to a certain extent, there annual Installation Monday evening,
was a special guest.
is but one thing to do! G et a platter i Supper will be served a t 6.30.
at the home of Mrs. K. C. Rankin. appreciated.
for the cat. At present the cat en 
After a brief business session each
Mrs. Weston P. Holman will enterThis
is
the
second
of
a
series
of
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley C. Boynton
member give an account of how she plays this season staged and pro joys his repast on one side of the | tain the ladies of the Methodist Sohave been guests of Mr and Mrs. J.
had earned a dollar for |h e club, the duced by the master hand, Stephen house, while the birds nip their meats ' clcty Wednesday afterncon a t the
Harry Boynton in Lexington, Mass.
in the grove. Of course there is a ' par onage on M ountain street.
accounts ranging from the sublime to L. Gushee of Camden.
placement for everything 4n this
the
ridiculous.
Games
and
music
Oomique Theatre attractions: MonM.
Q
.
L.
Mrs. E.‘ L. Toner went to Orono
world, meanwhile I wear out perfectly ( day ar.d Tuesday, Warner Baxter and
yesterday to visit her brother, H. B. rounded out a delightful evening.
The next meeting will be Feb. 15 in
Mr. and Mrs. Homer E. Robinson good slippers seeing th a t my place | Myrna Ley in "Broadway Bill;’’
Littlefield, for a few days.
the form of a social evening with Miss recently gave a supper party, their ment works!
sehool children's matinee a t 4 p. m,;
• • • •
Mrs A. J. Nichols and daughter Edna Payson. Grace street, who al- guests being the members of the
Wednesday and Thursday, Maurice
The ostentatious often are obnoxi.
MLss Ruth Nichols left Wednesday . though not a member has the interest First National Bank staff.
Chevalier and Jeannette MacDonald
ous
to
those
who
listen.
Yet
much
:....
morning for Sarasota. Fla., where of the members in her shut-in days. 1 .
in "The Merry Widow."
can be gained watching and listening
they will join Mr. and Mrs. Owen
Mrs. Freeman F. Brown who has
Fire in the cellar cf the Ora R.
to
the
floundering
of
others!
Mrs. Leola Rose gave a small tea
Lermond for several weeks.
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Brown
block about 10 o'clock Thurs
«• • %
Thursday honoring Mrs. Alberta Rose
Booth in Portland for a few days, reday
night
was quickly extinguished
A small child with a red toy soldier.
Mrs. Fred A. Carter of Summer of Boston and Rockland.
! turns today.
I v .th the aid cf the firemen who were
An
old
man
reading
the
daily
news.
street entertained a neighborhood
called' by still alarm. The blaze
Woman's Auxiliary of Knox Hospi
group Wednesday afternoon for sew
Mrs. E. W. Peaslee and Miss Gladys The child laughs, his eyes sparkle as originated around the heater and had
tal
meets
Tuesday
at
2.30
at
the
Bok
he
walks
with
the
doll,
imagining
ing. knitting and tea. Miss Lucy
j Alley have returned from Boston
j it gained a little more heat ray beHome for Nurses, for sewing, tea and
French assisted in serving.
| where they attended the four-day himself perhaps in some great army I fore being discovered, a serious
a Drogram. Misses Dorothy Lawry
out
to
kill
the
Turks.
The
old
man
' convention of the New England Hair(damage would' have re.Tilted. The
Harry Booth continues seriously ill and Nathalie Jones will contribute
Dres^ers’ Association a t the Hotel grunts and groans as he chews on an building is situated on Main street in
piano solos, and it is expected that
in a New London hospital.
old
cigar.
Walls
of
the
murders
of
Statler. Miss Alley took private in
there will be entertainment features
the age. Do you imagine for your ' th? center of the town.
Mrs. J. A. Jameson has Cardinal from Camden. Members of the dif structions daily at the Wilfred Acad self your situations, or do you sit and ' Members of Camden Commar.dery,
Club for play ,at her home this after ferent branches are asked to attend emy of Beauty Culture.
groan about them. Imagination used Knights Templar, will hold a dance
noon.
and bring new members to carry on
Mrs. J. S. Jenkins was hostess to in a hapov mind goes far Imagine and bridge party Thursday evening
the fine work the Auxiliary is do the Comer Club for cards yesterday for a while you are the child s ta rt at Ma.onic hall.
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper went to ing.
Mrs. Elizabeth Duncan was host
ing out for a battle of wits in the
afternoon.
Boston Friday, called by the sudden
year 1935. No one knows how it’s ess Friday afterncon to the Woman’s
death of a cousin, Mrs. Henry Howard
Mrs. A. R. Havener entertained at
Miss Jean Cohen of Worcester is going to turn out. but smile with the ,Foreign Missionary Society.
Sullivan.
cards and tea Thursday "Bridge j spending a week at her former home
Mrs. Della Keller. 76. died Wedthought of happy imagination, you
hounds" formed the decorative [ on Willow street.
!
nesday
a t h er heme on Branch
will
find
it
goes
farther
th
an
the
Mrs. E. F. Glover who has been scheme, which was uniquely carried
| street. She leaves four daughters,
groans of a century!
confined to her home by illness for out in the scorecards representing
Mr. and Mrs. B. R. Witham had
■• • •
j Mis. Jennie E. Davis of Appleton;
three weeks is showing encouraging dogs and each table designated as a
some unannounced callers Thursday
Have you ever seen a marble life? Mrs. M artha Sumner of Randolph.
gain.
kennel. The tea table had as center- evening—30 of them, to be exact, the Church. The frozen visage of an old
Vt.; Mrs. Marcia Thurlow of Me
piece a large ice cream cake bearing occasion cf the conspiracy being a de- woman in the coljl sunlight. Words
Mrs. Elise Allen Corner who has
chanic Falls; and Mrs. Addle Wade
a "bridge hound.” Prizes, metal : sire to properly celebrate the birth I rang, music, song, shaking the walls
been in New York for the week re
of Camden; also a son. Herbert Keldogs with bridge pencil attached, days of Mrs. Witham and Mrs. R. S. in tremulous beauty. The face never
turned Friday, the day marking the
; ler of this place. The funeral will be
were awarded to Mrs. L. E. Jones and I Rackllffe. Cards were produced, and changed, never rested, never eased
opening of the second terita of her |
( held today at 2 o'clock and burial will
Mrs. H. P. Blodgett. Other guests a t the end of a pleasant session What a pity one cannot respond to
School of the Dance.
were Mrs. H. B Bird, Mrs A. F. Lamb. ; prizes were awarded to Mrs. N. L. beauty, heavy in the thoughts which be in Mountain Street cemetery in
the spring.
Shakespeare Society meets Monday Mrs. Harold Horrocks. Mrs. R. C. Witham. Mrs. Florence McConchie. | weigh one dav, the space for beauty
M r Margaret Norton
at 7.30 at' the hom e of Mrs. Edith Jewell, Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton and Mrs. John Snow, James Mullen, Ed is cramped, and like the sun. finds
Mrs. Margaret, wife of Capt. SidMrs.
G.
M.
Derry.
win Witham and R. S. Rackliffe. A itself diminishing behind the hill at
Bird, and will begin the reading and
| ney B. Norton, died Friday at her
study of "Romeo and Juliet.” Act 1
nice lunch was served. Mrs. Witham dusk, the color fades and there is
home on Bay View street. Mrs. NorMr. and Mrs. Lody Cross. Mrs. Ju s
and Mrs. Rackliffe received beauti nothing left but the heavy burden of
will be read, with Miss Ellen J.
i ton was born in Scotland 58 years
tin Cross, and Cleo W. Hopkins mo
ful birthday gifts.
Cochran as leader, and papers will
night, darkness, and silence . . ..
tored to Boston yesterday for a few
ago but had been a resident of this
*• • •
be presented by Mrs. Helena Fales
day's visit with relatives. Mr. Hop
When one does something to be town for many years.
M RS. A D E LA ID E H. F IE L D S
and Mrs. Hall.
kins who made the trip to bring back
Besides her hu band she is sur
smart, he is usually outdone, and all
Speech Readers Club meeting a new car returned frid ay night.
Mrs. Adelaide H. Fields. 69. died done: "One must go trustful through vived by a son. Aldiverde Norton, a
Thursday afternoon had Mrs N. L.
Wednesday in Portland where she the dark, to earn the friendship of senior a t the University of Maine;
Chapin Class meets Tuesday at the
Witham presenting the lesson. Miss
had been residing at the Hotel East- the stars!” Quotation from the radio a daughter, Ruth Norton, who is
home of Miss Ada Perry. The meet
training a t St. Luke's Hospital in
Helen Carr the story, and Mrs. Bessie
land for some time. Taken suddenly world. True!
M. Sally Lowe
ing last Tuesday was at the home of
New York; and a brother and sister
Hewett a sketch of Noah Webster.
ill she was removed to a hospital,
Mrs. Velma March whose hospitality
“My wife has been nursing a grouch also of that city. Funeral services
death coming shortly after.
One of the popular men’s circles niofe than compensated for the
will be held from the Good funeral
Mrs. Fields was bom In Deer Isle, all the week."
will take place a t the Universalist -severe weather and difficult travel
"Been laid up, have you?"
home Sunday at 2 o'clock.
and was a member of the Baptist
vestry Wednesday a t 6, with Wilbur ing. Relief sewing occupied atten. Church in Boston where she lived
F. Senter Jr. as chairman. His help tlOn, and the hostess served refresh and had employment for some years.
ers will be John Black. 6. E. McRae,, ments.
Her summers were spent at the cot
F. A Tirrell, Dr E . W Peaslee. Dr. C.
Miss Mary Stockbridge is home tage a t Crescent Beach where she
B. Popplestone, Everett Munsey, Ray.
enjoyed renewing old time acquaint
mond <?. Perry, John H. McLoon. S. from Gorham Normal School for a ances and meeting former friends.
few
days.
Nilo Spear, O. E. Wishman, Dr.. K1‘
Her joyous sense of humor and genial
L. Stratton. Lloyd Daniels, W. H
Mrs. John O. Stevens returned from nature made her a popular figure
Rhodes. Oscar Crockett. Arthur F. Boston where she was accompanied wherever she was. She is survived
Lamb and Horace Lamb.
by^Mrs. A K. Wilson of Thomaston by a sister. Mrs. Julia Lufkin of Deer
to enter the New England Baptist Isle, and a daughter. Mrs. Mildred
Lady Knox Chapter D.A.R. will,
Hospital, Jamaica Plain, the first of Besse. of Swampscott, Mass.
hold a Lady Knox tea Monday at the
the week for a major operation.
Prayers were said at 2.30 Thursday
home of Mrs. Mary Ladd, who as
afternoon
a t the Funeral home of
Lady Knox, will receive these spp.
Mrs. David Rubenstein in Brook
cial guests: M artha Washington. Mrs. line had as a recent dinner guest Miss King <fe Henry. South Portland, the
Alice Karl; Mrs. Thomas Jefferson. Celia Gomberg. violinist, a graduate remains taken to Deer Isle for inter
Mrs. Eva Wisrter; Mrs. Alexander of the Curtis Institute of Music, who ment in the spring. Among those
Hamilton, Mrs. Maude Blodgett; Mrs. was being heard in recital a t Jordan attending the funeral services were
Israel Putnam. Mrs. Afine Snow; Mrs. Hall, Boston. Miss Gomberg has the daughter, Mrs. Besse, and Miss
Schuyjer, Mrs. Lucie' Walsh; Mrs. been heard in Rockport and Camden Carrie Fields, a niece, of this city.
John Adams. Mrs. Clara Thurston. concerts in the past summer seasons,
MRS. CHARLES LIBBY
These ladies will be in colonial cos while a t Rockport continuing her
tume. as will Mrs. Katherine St. Clair studies with Mme. Lea Luboshutz.
Elizabeth, wife of Charles Libby,
and Mrs. E tta Stoddard a s ' maids.
Miss Margaret Hanncgan returned died at her home on Chestnut street
Mrs. Karl will be program chairman,
early Tuesday morning after a long
and Mrs. Lois Creighton of Thomas Thursday from St. Andrews, N. B ,
illness. Mrs. Libby was the daughter
ton. a past State regent, will be honor where she has been visiting her
of Isephenia (Gaily) and John Wood
mother,
Mrs.
Susan
Hannegan.
while
guest. Hostesses. will be Mrs. Ladd,
She was always a resident of this city
Mrs. Grace Veazle and Mrs. Stoddard. having 10 days’ vacation from her
duties as superintendent of nurses at A member of Edwin Libby Relief
Corps, she was until the time of her
For your Valentine Party a de Knox* Hospital.
illness, an active worker, being one
licious l.pint Ice Cream Cake. 35c.
Three.act comedy “Cynthia’s Can of the past presidents of the order.
Free deliveries, Corner Drug 8tore,
dlesticks" Universalist vestry Thurs Mrs. Libby is survived by her hus
Tel. 370 —adv.
15-18
day, F eb 7, 8 o’clock. Dont miss it! band, three daughters Mrs. Oeorge
15-16
H. Avery and Misses Henrietta and
Kew York-Parit t'ankioM
The delicious milk, cream, butter
Lois of Rockland; a son Carol Libby
'J'H IS is to be a winter of velvets and certainly there Is nothing more
and eggs, fresh a t your door, of the
One and two-piece Wood Dresses of Ellsworth: and a brother, John
flattening for an evening wrap than one of the new soft draping
famous Round Top Farm Products for school and business a t $3.00;
Wood of Portland.
modern velvets. The stunning Del Opera evening coat pictured above is
are available at all times. Just phone skirts, $1.95; Silk Dresses in women’s
made of Lucia velvet, a de luxe transparent rayon. The color chosen is
Rockland 38-W and P at Lawrence sizes a t $995 ahd $10.95, formerly
Ask your nearby Ice Cream dealer
a luscioUa dark green with wide Kolinsky collar in ripple effect. The
will do the rest. Have you trftd that $13.50 ahd' $16.50'. Final Clearance about the new Fro-Joy decorated
coat, fitted at tbe waistline and slightly flared at the bottom is vpry
splendid Round Top Farm ’s Ice Sale. Alfreda Perry, 7 Limerock St., 1-pt. cake for 35c. It’s delicious.—
youthful in effect, the beautiful draping qualities of tbe material flat
Cream ?
8 - tf Rockland—adv,'
terin g tb e silh o u ette ,
,
adv.
15-18

M egunticook Players W in
L au rels; Stephen G u sh e s’s
M aster H and Seen

j-. -

-

-

-

P a g e S ev en

r-4>V —

A t T he H igh S chool
(B y th e P up ils)

nouncer Clarence Yeager, introduc
ing the sketch “Anne of Green
Gable,” featuring Lila Thompson as
Anne Shirley, George Robisha.w as
Mathew Cuthbert and Barbara Mur
ray as M arllla Cuthbert. The second
part of the program presented a cos
tume reading of "Two Slatterns and
a King” with this cast: Chance, the
Vice, K atharine Jordan; Tidy the
false Slattern, Maxine Perry; Slut,
the true Slattern, Patricia Hah; the
King, Eleanor Mattatall. Musical
accompaniments were played by Miss
Mary Bird.
• • ■•

The mighty roar of the Lions seems
tc hold no terror for a email but de
termined band of faculty members
who, last Saturday afternoon, met In
the gymnasium to make plans as to
how they might ensnare the afore
mentioned Kings of the Jungle, who
will invade the local gym next Wed
nesday evening for the express pur
pose of clawing up the few men mem
A new police force went on duty
bers of the faculty who have organ this week, for the second semester,
ized thc.nteive^ Into a basketball team. which include Willis Anderson,
James East, Robert Crane. Laurence
This would-be-team-of-ba’.I-tossers,
Crcckett, Anthony Murgita, Francis
although numbering only six or seven Havener. K enneth Morgan, Russell
at the most, contains some talent of Nash, Leighton White, Albert Leven
a bygone day. Herewith la "divulged saler, Samuel) Glover, Osear Marsh,
,he personnel of the masked marvels" Cobb Peterson, William Anderson,
Coach Durrell, who can hold down and Charles Merritt. A meeting of
either a guard or forward position this force was held Monday in the
(and maybe before the game is over library, where instructions regard
he will have to do both—and maybe ing the routine duties were given by
do both at the same time) saw service Chief cf Police Carl 'Spear.
In his palmy days a t the University
• • • •
of Maine, a team mate of Bill HansAs
a
p
a
rt
of
the visual education
oom, now coach at Presque Isle High.
program,
which
so graphically pre
SamSezak, who can heave them from
sents
subjects,
assists
retarded pupils,
all corners of the gym, "prepped”
af a half dozen New England schools and increases and holds attention, in
before ending up a t the U. of M. the junior high, a moving picture on
Bowden, the elongated center, has China was shown Tuesday afternoon
piayed in lnter'cfass competition at to the combined groups of the eighth
Columbia. McCarty has done yoe- grad;.
• • • •
man duty a t Holy Cross and Principal
Tickets for the junior class play,
Libby of the Junior High has played
w'ith about every normal school in “I Like Your Nerve," to be given
the state. Mr. Blaisdel) and Atwood Feb. 13 and 14, in connection w<th
Levensaler. whose basketball histories the Kippy Karnival, are now on rale.
could not be learned by the writer, Ushers for this event will be Grace
are sure to see action before the night Poland, Dorothy Boynton, Ruth
is over. All and all, it looks like Marston, Nathalie Waldron, Miriam
Wiggin, K atherine Chisholm, Thelma
quite an evening—Anon
Whitehouse, Margaret McBride, Mary
3 • • •
With the Kippy Karnival only two Richardi, Dorothy Robinson, Olenweeks away, last-minute plans are be. na Rankin and CeLa Crowley.
• • • •
ing made by all classes for this an
nual event. Modernistic designs will
be uied in the decorations, with black
and white aa the “color" scheme
Added color will come from many
tinted .'.guts, which will radiate from
the center cf the gym to the four
eomers. The sophomore; have been
busy this week sending out letters
to the alumni and interested1friends
asking for donations to the Reir.en'eranee Booth of which they
have charge. Ted Ladd, as chair
man of the Ball, has engiaged Eddie
Whalen's Dance Band, and is provid
ing many novelties and favors.
• • • •
As a part of the French course,
members of Miss Coding's daises
correspond with students in foreign
countries where the French language
is spoken. An interesting letter from
a school girl in Algeria, Africa, whose
father i3 director of the Societe
Philharmonique there, has been re
ceived by Mary Richards. In this
eight-cage letter, the writer describes
the city. PhiLppevllle, in which she
lives, the beautiful Joan d'Arc Beach
nearby, the recreations, schools, and
the studies taken, which include
Latin. English, and Arabian langua
ges. The correspondent expre sedone
wish—that some of the lovely flowers |
which grow in this country might be
sent her. Such letters are of value i
not only because of the French in I
which they are written, but also for
the information they give and the
interest they stimulate regarding the
geography and customs of the ccun
tries from which they are sent.

Catch i nq
COLD?

that it offers prizes for articles writ
ten by the students.
• • • •
Reader’s Digests are now being
used in the English classes by;
Miss
Parker,
Mr.
Levensaler
and Mr. McCarty, with lesson
outline 1 sent by the publishers
which correlate a course in Engllsii
with the affairs of the world, as
given in this periodical.

HOORAY!
We alw ays w anted to shout
at Silsby’s w hen the first
D A FFO D IL S come in.
They are so lovely! T he
big King A lfreds—
$2.00 per dozen
Also Snapdragons
Narc issus in variety
a n d Tulips
P o tte d Bulbs

About 60 pupils in Mr. Durre'.l’s
science classe; have subscribed to
‘Current! Science,”
weekly pub
lication, published by the American
Education Press, for the Increase and
diffusion of scientific knowledge.
Although containing only four pages,
it is replete with the latest observa
tions and activities in astronomy,
aviation, biology, chemistry, engi
neering, exploration, medicine and
physics. Another added feature is

Yes, a n d Cinerarias
D oesn't th a t sound like
spring?

“SILSBY’S”
FLOW ER SHOP
TE L . 318-W

371 MAIN S T ,

ROCKLAND

TH E LITTLE A D TH AT S A V E S I

W ALL

PAPER

R oom lots of high priced W all P aper, to close out
for S8c
Each lot consists of 8, I 0 or I 2 rolls a n d sufficient
border fo r a room
All Papers G reatly R educed
E. B. H ASTINGS & CO.

SU N D A Y , M ONDAY, T U E SD A Y

r

• • » •

Vivian Mullen has been school ste
nographer this week.
a • • »
The fourth annual state one-act
play contest, sponsored by the Sec
ondary School Principals' Associa
tion has been outlined with contests
at 11 district centers taking place on
or before April 13. The Maine finals
will be held at Bowdoln College on
April 26 and 27, with the winners of
ea'eh district contert contending fcr
the t wo te st ratings which will en
title the winners to represent the
state in the New England finals at
Arlington, M uss, May 10 and 11. In
the preliminary, contest, Rockland
High, Warren High and Moise Hifch (
form one of the districts, with Morse
of Bath as the district center, and
hosts to Rockland an d Warren.
Division 7-4 has organized,' an
English Club, electing Perry Howard
president, Laura Pomeroy vice presi
dent, Myrtle Johnson secretary, and
Patricia Allen treasurer.*
• • • •
The junior high assembly program
directed by Miss Nichols consisted of
two plays prepared by pupils of 8-2 j
and C-3 reading classes.
Rita |
Staples, acting as chairman, an
nounced a radio sketch of "Anne Of
Green Gables" and the parting cur
tains revealed a living) room with Ar
lene Sprowl, Norma Havener, K ath
arine Delano, Viola Weymouth, B itnice Havener and Angelina D’Agosti
no completing their "home work;'1
turning on the radio, they heard first
a snatch of song by the Singing
Lady, who was quickly “tuned out’*
for harmonica music which was soon
replaoed by the voj« of sta tio n a n -

D efyin g d e a th ...fo r honor,
th e g l o r y and the pride o f
a regim en t that had never
know n d e fe a t l They're th e
B e n g a l L dnedrt. . . h e r o e «
a l l . . . s t e p p in g from th e
r o u s in g p a g e s o f F ra n cis
Y e o ts-B r o w n ’s b o o k in t o
a n o x c it in g s p e c t a c le o f
sw a sh b u ck lin g adventure I
Adolph Zuhor protonh

THE UVESOFA
BINfiAl UNCER
with

G A R Y COOPER, FRANCHO T TONE
R IC H A ^ P C k O M W tL L , SIR G U Y STANDING
NOW PLAYING
“B E H IN D T H E E V ID E N C E '’ with N O R M A N FOSTER
A W E D — BA E R -L E V IN SK Y F IG H T

Shows 2.00, 0.30, 8.30
Continuous Saturday
LOO te 10.30

Every-Other-Day
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T r a v e lin g A r o u n d A m e r ic a

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

R ea lm o f M usic
By G ladys St. Clair M organ

What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
The day’s news from many lonely outposts along
Maine’s waterfront.

What a grand experience it was to Schnab.l and a month or so with
hear "via radio’ la t Saturday af- Horowitz."
• • • •
terncon Gounod's immortal opeia
T)le sta le of Florida will present
"Rcmec et Juliette" so magn.f c n t’y ju gt. Petersburg during the first
sung by Elde Norcna and Charles week of March w hat is announced to
and a t 6 o'clock 4 below—plenty cold
• • • •
Hackett in the title teles. No small be one cf the m o t magnificently
enough to suit me.
Perkins Island
slaged festivals of Music on record
Mrs. Nye has had a severe cold and I
i part of the Lhri-1 cam? in hearing
Mrs. Osgood is making a visit at
for the United States. The event
Oeral. lne Farrar a= raconteuse. Her R. tJ
und<?r (hp d lw tlo n ?f Mooris
our daughter's home at East Booth- cough but Is now somewhat improved
Fred Pinkham has been in Boston ,
bay.
review
of
the
presentations
of
this
Qafc,-iej
williams, who has organized
for the past two weeks for x-ray ]
The storm of Jan 23 and 24
and directed music fe tiva's In
cp-ra
was
p
artcu
larly
intert
ting,
blocked the load to Bath and the treatment. He underwent an opera-1
t ip d a ily when it touched upon her Cleveland. Wettohe ter County, N. Y.
mailman was unable to get to Parker tion Jan. 25 at the Deaconess Hospi
cwn memory, fcr F atrar. ycu know, Philadelphia. Erie. Pa.. and; many
Head. Fred Osgood went to Phipps tal and is reported to be resting com -!
holds the recoid of being one of th? other cities. First rehearsa's of a
fortably.
Mrs’.
Ethel
Pinkham
and
<
A LAKE THAT CAUGHT FIRE
burg Center on skits and brought,
sons
Roger
and
Gordon
are
visiting
j
i
most beautiful and most ntclod.ous chorus of about 3,000 voices have
HIS peaceful serene looking lake a volcanic cone suddenly appeared
our mail. There was so much ice he
of all Juliettes. She spoke of hear- already begun. Every church, school
at one time in its career shot a and from its center a fountain of
had to land ohe.half mile below and her sister Miss Vivian Nye. R. N.. a t !
I ing her first "Juliette" rung by Emma and musical organiza ion is giving the
her
apartm
ent
on
Commonwealth
fountain of fire and brimstone lavs, flames and ashes shot Into the
ski to this place.
straight from Its heart. It is Lake air. During the day this eruption
Fame who made her debut in 1891 fe tival endorsement and pledge of
The clam diggers have to drag their avenue, th a t they may be near Mr.
support.
llopango In El Salvador which once threw a dark cloud over the nearby
Pinkham
while
he
is
a
patient
at
the
in
this
opera.
Mme
Earn
s.
whom
boats over the ice to get to the flats,
• • • •
pnt on one of the most remarkable capital. San Salvador; and at night
hospital.
Maine
claim
as
one
of
her
daughters
The people who eat these clams in
On Cbrittmas Eve. so the story
"Fourth of July" displays ever at cast a rosy glow over the city. When
Best wishes to all.
| r.ow makes her home in Paris, and
Macsachu?etts have no idea of the
goes. Lillian Otsh. the leading woman
tempted by a body of water Sudden the fireworks finally subsided they
• • • •
| "I always v;.- t her." Farrar £aid.
-.left. In the middle of the lake which
hardship the men had in furnishing
ly one day in December. 1879. the
in the play ■Within the Gates’, at the
Baker Island
rose to Its normal level, a rugged Is
••whenever I am in that tte.tghi.ful
their steaniPd clams and chowders.
trface of the lake rose several feet, land of lava about 150 feet high.
National Theatre in New York,
Riley J. Faulktngham, son of Keep
city.”
W? are glad to know Keeper Mothrowing
Us
overflowing
waters
Into
achieved a world record feat in ver
Today the excursion from San Sal
Mist
F arrar
calling
various
rong is improving. I intend to visit er and Mrs. Frank Faulkingham. is
the Rio Jiboa and turning that vador to Lake llopango is one of the
OXY is proud of Patricia Peardon, 8-year-old tinging actress who la
satile doubl ng by hastening over to
I
at
Plum
Island
coast
guard
station,
“Romeos" to life said that p cbalily
him as soon as I can get to Bath
stream into a raging rapids. As the favorite Inland trips enjoyed by
the sm allest and youngest m em ber of his “Gang.” Patty appears to
the Forty-fourth street Theater and
Tlie coldest day of the winter at Newburyport. Mhss.
river gained momentum and depth travelers visiting El Salvador on
be pleased also. She it best known for her impersonations, especially J. an d? Reske was the greatest
assisting in the performance there
for that of her Hollywood contem porary. Shirley Temple. Do you tee
Burt Burlem was a caller at this
it drained out the waters of the lake the fortnightly cruises between New
Ro ir:o of all .ime. but paid a gracious
th!s station was Jan. 25 We had
of B ac.’s Christmas Oratoiio. The
the resem blance? Roxy and his “Gang" broadcast every Saturday night
station Ja n . 20 and delivered gro
so fast that the latter fell thirty feet. York and California. It Is a beauti
tr.bute
to
Mr.
Hackett
in
saying
that
over ths'Colum bia network.
duplication in itself would not be
Then violent explostons and quakes ful lake about 25 miles square, rest
ceries here.
he more nearly approaches de Re-ke
many walks to clear.
shook, the earth underneath and ing on a plateau 1.600 feet high and
unique, except th at Mi s Gish had the
| k Miss Myrtle Faulkingham recently
l»i n ' IGHTHOCSES AND THEIR KFEPthan any other singer of the role, in
strange gases began to rise from completely surrounded by towering
FRK—GOD'S LONE SENTINELS
I passed her 19th birthday anniversary
ninety years ago was Sydney Town refinement of singing and manly ap  role of The H arlot in "Within the
T H E D A Y S O F ’49
<ncdlcytcd to All Lighthouse Keepers)
the centA of the lake. Around them mountains.
Gates”, while in the Bach work she
with her sister, Mrs. Mina Lockhart.
The entire population of this town pearance.
Far away from crowded centers.
assumed the part of the Virgin.
All along the rugged coast.
P resent "G o ld R ush" R ecalls
composed of escaped or paroled
“One of de traffic troubles." said
Out on bare sequestered Islands
Housewife—I'm afraid you’re not
| convict! of th? crim.nal colonies of
Portland Head
Where the dangers threaten most.
Unc’
.e Eben. “is due to de way traffic
Mr.
Hackett
comes
to
Northport
I
Outstanding
radio
events
for
the
fond
of
work.
N
otable
Period
In
C
ounAnd the ocean traffic pastes
Australia and Tasmania. The Vigil
| Mr. and Mrs W. C. Dow of P o rt
In the calm, on rolling waves
rummers and frequently motors to COming week:
Hobo—Why should I be? Work is is bein' cluttered up wif ambulances
When the angry winds are blowlnz.
ance Committee of 1851 revived an Rcckland. He is the one. you will I Sunday—At 3; New York Philhartry ’s H istory
land were recent guests of Mis. Marj$nd hearses."—Washington Star
And the tempest roars and raves.
w hat killed my poor wife.
old Mexican law forb.dding the entry
' tha Sterling.
There amid the perils dally.
Prospectors are again storm ng into California cf any person con- recall. who through Mr. Fickett c .f , monic Orchestra, with Toscamn!
And throughout the blackest night ! Days begin to lengthen. No one
Stand these beacons, always frlendlv.
,
5
. ! the Maine Musrc Company, urged conducting, numbers by Rcssini,
Warning, cheering, clear and bright! can possibly realize the fact more California’s old 48 gold country: but victed of crime rn another country
, ,
.
. . . ..
.. _
radio list;ners to write to the sponsors Beethoven, and Wagner. Ford SymMariners of every nation
this
time
seekers
of
the
precious
Armed with this statute, the C
o
m
.
than th e men at lighthouse stations.
Trust their lives and craft to these.
,
of the best programs and thereby ph erj Orchestra (members of Detroit
And with caution born of danger
Members of Good Timers’ Club were metal are loading rumble seat- of mittee deported the entire popul&......
„
_ .
....
Closely watch surrounding seas
establish a carr.pa.gn tc have “the Symphony) at 9 pm ., with Gregor
RAJES
Lighthouse Keepers, faithful watchers.
on deck early Wednesday when Mrs. their roadsters with the ore. in con tion of Sydney Town.
Minister In ways divine
best and nothing but best’’ on the Hatigorsky, ceUist. as soloist, and
5 "gle ’iif-jw-jw
trast
to
their
predecessors
who
bore
Martha Sterling entertained. Lunch
"For four years the Vigilantes'
To Imperiled hosts of seamen:
t o Y o u r h o te l in B O S T O N
RiTI
Victor
K
aiar
conducting.
Joy to make their beacons shine!
their
"dust"
to
town
on
mule-back
double
u
was served a t noon by the hostess with
activities were dermant. but early in
Bless them. Lord, devoted servants.
A
good
idea.
too.
and
why
not
sitj
Tuesday—Detroit
Symphony
OrAt each solitary post;
A ll JOOMS WITH »A T «
12 present. The business meeting was or in the slow covered wage ns of the 1856 the old Monumental Engine
May they realize Thy Presence
nght down now and write to the | chestra at 3. Also Understanding
Smc<$i weekly r«t«S
brief, after which time did not hang day.
When the dangers threaten most.
House bell tolled once mor? and San
5 0 0 R ooms
sponsors of Saturday grand o p era, Music, at 6:30. Howard Barlow, conMav these lights be shining symbols
on
their
hands.
No
chance
to
n
o
d
The
de
e
rt
town
of
Mojave
is
the
Francisco knew that the Vigilance
Of the Everlasting Light.
(Listeiine)
and
tell
them
hew
1
ductor
and
commentator,
using
Guaranteeing every seaman
could not even drop a stitch in the center of the excitement and activi- Committee of 1851 had awakened to
In his need Thy Moral Might.
knitting and get going right again un- ty resulting from rich gold strikes at renswed activity. During the follow wonderful it is to have opera brought Franck's Symphony in D minor,
Keep them bright. Ye Trusted Keepers.
R A D IO
Send their gleaming rays afar;
less
some one kept a faithful watch, the near-by Silver Queen mine and
months several colorful figures into our homes way up here in Maine ‘ Allegretto and Finale: Allegro non
5 E R V ID O R
Life and death are In your keeping.
God s Lone Sentinels you are!
A lively party every minute of the 60 at Middle Butte and Pine Tree Can- !
American history figured promi- , and hew splend.d y the great artists troppo.
TUB ’-.SHOW ER
Rev William Wood.
yon. where twe ore bodies similar to , nent!y jn the strug?le between the are singing and how thriled we are! Wednesday,—At 4:15, Curtis Insti
which ticked out in active manner.
Bath. Jan 22
hq>
M A N O E R
tute of Music, students’ recital. Music
that at the Silver Queen have been I v ,gHantes and their opponents, the to h e ar M iss F a r r a r as raconteuse.
of
Schubert
performed
by
instru
Doubling Point Range
Snow Banks—Where Not!
laid bare.
o-ealled ’Law-and-Order P a rty '
I was mo t regretful when I mentalists and vccalists. among the
AT north station
Hello, everyone. Here I am, just Boats coming in Jan. 23 before the
Today's Order Contra is With Old | General William Tecumseh Sherman,
•* STER-A-Miyee. TRAIN-<•/•«<■ ROOM"
shoveling out of the snow drifts that \jtg h»crm were fortunate. We got a
Turbulence
0( ’Marching Through Georgia' fam - learned that our John Tay’.cr had latter being Irene Singer, soprano,
have kept me busy almost continually reaj storm with snow piled in the I “Orderly conditions now prevail- was then in command of the Second resigned as secretary fcr the Camden who was heard in a Rockport recital
since the big storm of Jan. 23 and 24. rear entry, snow in the attic and :ng ln the California gold country Division of Militia which included Y M .CA. for I had visions at once a few summers ago.
Friday—Program from Moscow at
and have shoveled enough snow to where not! But with all th at inside, bring to mind by contrast the days San Francisco. General Wool, com that he was geing away ar.d no mo e
bury one small village out of sight there was more and plenty outside.
of 49 when vigilance committees mander of the Pacific Division at would we hear his lusty voice raised 9:30 AM O rchestra of the AllTlie town tractor and plow which o u t we went with shovels and after were formed by law-abiding citizens Benicia, and Commodore David Far in song and be privileged to sing ] Union Radio Committee. Nikolai
IN
tried to break the road here, broke ' clearing th e reservation and hustling of mining communities terrorized by ragut. later in command of Union under his magnetic leadership. But | Anosov conducting. Fro Arte String
gunboats
during
the
war
between
tte
1
hear
he
?
°inS
u
ita
y
ri«h
t
ln
'
Quartet
of
Brus6els
at
4:15
P
mdown after getting about half way ln, Ithings along, went into th e Fort and the criminal element that flecked io
and the first selectman made a trip gave a h and there They have sol- the source of gold." says a bulletin States, and at this time commandant Canx* n- H urrah!
—
to Portland Monday to buy new parts ' diers and CCC men and boys, snow frQm {heW r,hington. D. C. head of the Mare Island Navy Yard. mov$d j
. . . .
IIILD S FIRST SCHOOL
for the plow
j ptows and mules and everyone had a , quarters of the NationaiGeographic
constantly in and out of the dramatie I 1 hear th a t the High School
I have been getting my mail o n ; shovel in hands and were they busy!
activities resulting from the conflict j Orchestra directsd by Harold Libby, Is the Home, Says Lewiston Principal,
snowshoes, my only means of travel
storm was a bad one. but a
Qf
Who Is Former Thomaston Boy
of authorities. General Sherman FUf.c pa of Junior H gh School, and ;
since the storm. The snow from my, blessing in dlsgulse to the many un- Qf
was tho(,teti. was finally driven to resign his corn- ^ e High School Gir'.j Glee Club 1
bell tower to the station, a distance
p,oyed,
only in P ortland.but
under *
ru> mission because of the constant J thrected by Mrs. Esther Rogers.1 The little red school house does not
! fit modern needs. William J. Cullen,
of one-half mile, is nearly waist deep
all New England. No schools , '
„ „
.
.. . .
,
! over 8
v
of the United States. The Mexican friction between him and Governor -'upervitor of music in th? public principal of the Jordan platoon school
and
the
paths
I
have
been
making
nnpn
»hls
wav
and
it
w
astwo
days
bej
............
I open m is
Government had been ejected. Con- John-on. who repeatedly requested fchocls. ecored a real h it when they told Auburn and Lewiston Klwanians
look like tunnels
fore our milkman made his way to
gress had adjourned in the summer him to disband the Vigilance Coin- !aFF?arcd as guests before the Rotary Wednesday. Mr. Cullen is a former
Coast guard cutter 172 passed out the light.
Club recently. More than two w eeks'I Thomaston boy.
of
'49 without taking action regard mittee.
and in by the station Jan. 27, and
have rolled by. j-et we still continue; "We can no longer have a teacher
ing
California's
status,
and
the
min
"The
Committee
managed
fuccesathe collier Berwindvale recently
ELKS NOT W ANTED
ing communities had no accepted fuHy to avoid all o p 'n contests with to hear complimentary words for the giving instructions in seven to 17 sub
basis of law and order As a result Federal authorities and on August fine work done by the youthful jects in a single classroom," Mr. Cul
A n Expensive P ro p o sitio n miners organized their own courts 18. 1856 it formally drew its activities musicians—fine work which reflects len said, adding that the modern
to B ring T hem F ro m W y o  and in many instances administered to a close, with a grand military re the excellent training given by the school system, which is represented
summary justice. Th&e courts and view in which paraded over 6.000 per respective leaders. Compliments were by the Junior High and the depart
m in g Legislators Say
a few vigilance committee- paved fectly trained equipped and disci also bestowed tor the dignified de mental platoon, strives to achieve
portment of the boys and girls.
T h e Maine House of Representa the way for a development of more plined men.”
drilling in the fundamentals, just as
• • • •
the old system did. but also insists
tives today killed a bill providing for orderly habits that finally culmi
We who are members of federated that health, citizenship, vocational
the protection of a herd of elk the nated in a constitutional convention
music clubs have taken particular and cultural training, and character
National Park Service proposed to held at Monterey in September
1849
interest in Dalles Frantz, a ycung development, are just as important.
release in Maine.
"San Franciico became the most
American pianist who is having a These. Mr. Cullen said are all deRepresentative Dennett of Sebago
triumphant concert tour this season. veloped in the platoon school.
said. "W e want to be sure animals important, largest, and most pic
Mr. Frantz is a formed winner of the
"American youth today is suffering
coming Into Maine will be an asset turesque city of California. Its
National Federation of Music Club? from tlic lack of training in conduct
and not a liability.’’ He referred to phenomenal growth during the yearFMIAMI/ f IN f/T BAYfRONTHOTtL
young artist's prize, a fact which and the right morals." Principal Cul
the introduction of starlings and 1849-51 was a direct result of the
probably welt started him on his suc len said.
sparrows into this country as “liabili gold rush. Its populat on in 1851
It is up to the home and the schools
numbered over 30.000. The lawle s
cessful career. Leonard Liebling had
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E lk must have grass and they wan
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need of proper training in the home
was heard in New York recital.
der as much as 200 miles within a run. was composed of paroled con
“If our young American composers which he called ‘The first school of
short time, Dennett said, adding that victs from Australia and other
are
not quite equalling the merit of the State." Children should be taught
criminal
colonies
of
the
Pacific
Idc.il location on Beacon Hill,
they also have ticks. ”Wc had better
beside the State House, and
the established European output, at obedience and respect for the rights
devote our money and activities to region, a great number of despera
overlooking Boston Common
least our native concert and opera of others in the home, he continued.
does from Mexico and oth er c o u n -,
our deer and moose." he said.
The departmental system in vogue
and Public Gardens.
artists
are beginning to compere
tries,
and
the
ever-present
rascals
Representative Leonard of Hamp
in modern schools, helps in the gen
who
had
found
their
way
to
Califor
completely,with
their
colleagues
from
den said' it would be necessary to
over the ocean. In the past decade eral development of students. An u n 
fence the animals—which were to nia during '49.
R E STA U R A N T
the list of first-class American sing usual teacher, good or bad will not
Like Modern Racketeers
a la carte and table d'hote
have been released in th e vicinity of
ers,
violinists, and pianists, has spread her Influence on one group,
"At first these lawless persons op
M ount Katahdin—or they would de
more than on another, if she special
Club Breakfast
grown astonishingly. To such a ’1st
erated on a petty scale and as in
stroy crops.
izes in one subject and teaches sev
Lunch
a new name must now be added that
Representative Mace of Augusta dividuals; but they gradually became
eral classes. In the same way. a child
Dinner
of Dalles Frantz, who won tumults of
FLORIDA
said he had been “mistrustful'’ of more wealthy, their power increased,
who does not find sympathy and unpra:se from the critics and of ap
this gift to the state “since learning until, much as the racketeers of to
Jerstanding in one teacher's plassplause from other listeners, in con
of th e proposal for the state to pay day. they had established a sort of
C A F E T E R IA
room will invariably find it in a n 
nection with his Town Hall recital
for the transportation of the herd criminal caste. The continued law
other, when he has four or five
Pleasant outside location fac
a few days ago.
from Yellowstone National Park in less activities of this class wore
teachers.
ing B o w d o in a n d Beacon
Convenient to all points of w lnreof Modern in every way.
“Frantz, in his early twenties, plays
Wyoming. To transport the animals down the patience of the respectable
“Children get their wrong ideas par
Streets. M odem and up-toAn enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
like a veteran, but one with the ticularly from other young immature
people of the city, and th e first of
to
M
t.
Katahdin,
where
there
is
four
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
date. A variety of foods
strength,
vim,
and
resilient
technic
feet of snow would cost $4,000. To San Francisco's two famous vigilance
HELEN WARD
individuals like themselves." P rinci
moderately priced.
Booklet
June to
of youth. He did Bach's (Busoni) pal Cullen said. For this reason he
feed them until spring would add committees was formed in 1851. The
High-temperature vocalist who
October
on
EUROPEAN PLAN RATES
another $3500 to the bill, labor costs great bell of the old Monumental sings to the accompaniment of Benny Organ Fugue in D major as superbly suggests th a t participation in such
as
he
voiced
the
Lists
Sonata
ln
B
to look after the elk would amount Fire Company was used to call to Goodman’s torrid tunes on the threeoutside character building activities
Application
Hotel
Rooms without bath
to $1500 and shelter would cost $2000, gether the one hundred and eighty- hour “Let’s Dance” broadcast over minor, and the difference in the as Boy Scout. Girl Scout and Junior
Maselynn
$2.00 u p
styles
of
the
two
works
in
th
a
t
be
Red Cross work, so th a t children will
m aking a total of $11,000 by the first four prominent and] wealthy citi NBC every Saturday night.
H. H. Maae
Stamford
tween white and black except that find their time taken up and will have
Corner Second Street
Rooms with bath
of May, and then the trouble would zens who were members of the secret
Del. Co.
Manager
and First Avenne
Committee of Vigilance. The grand jararazjgrafzigfarafzrarerarazrajzji Frantz’ a rt has most of the colors of no time to associate with unworthy
only have begun."
$3.00 Up
N. Y.
a painter's palette. He is destined to playmates.
T he $11,000 he said, would buy 11- fathers and great-grandfathers of
Moderate Rates
soar to the top of the pianistic realm
000 boys fishing and hunting Iicenes many of San Francisco’s socially
Special rates far
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
and dwell with the elect of the
permanent occupancy
under the proposed increase in fishing prominent families of today were
P O R T CLYDE
brethren of the keyboard.
numbered among the membership of
a n d hunting licenses.
“It is an added pride of Americans
T h e C o u rier-G a zette is now o n sa le
Representative Ryder, of Orring- the vigilance organizations of 1851
th at Frantz studied for eight years a t th e P o sto fftc e an d Miss B u k er w ill
ton, said the bill was given to him and 1856
with one of our own. Guy Maier, in also be glad to ta k e new su b scrip tio n s
“A community unique to the
for introduction by Fish and Game
129*136
Pacific coast of a little less tnan a a jz jz jz r a a fg ja jz ja jz r o a r a r a r a ja fz addition to some semesters with
Commissioner George J. Stobie.
The gray sea and the long black land; I passed in with 7000 tons Of coal for '
And the yellow half-nwon large and low;
the Kennebec Coal and W harf Co.
And the startled little waves that leap
In f.ery ringlets from their aleep,
The thermometer at this place Jan.
Ab I gain the cove with pu-shlng prow.
And quench Its speed I the slushy sand. 27 at 4 a. m. showed 10 below zero !
—Robert Browning.
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